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ABS'l'RACT
This exper-imental study was desi_gned to test
"Ylhethe.r vie':'ling a West Coast Athletic

Conferenc~~ Basl::et~·•

ball Game in person had a significantly greater effect on
spectators than watching the same event. on telev:Ls ion o.r:
listening to it on the radio.

The llt.er'at.:ure !'!:?.veaJ.ed

mixed opinions concerning this type of testingG
Instruments and procedures were selected according
to accepted scientific

standards~

Scales utilized--Bell

Adjustment Inventory, Gellerman Y.lord

P~ssociat:ion ~rest,

and

Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament survey--were selected for
their reliability and facility of daJ<:a

analysi:::l~

Admin·..

istration of the Bell Adjustment Inventory to the study
population--a University of the Pacific general psycholo9y
class--provided the basls for selection of the ,study
sample.

The sample consisted of three matched groups of

t\\'enty-two su'bjects each.

All post-game scores (data) ·,1ere

analyzed with an analysis of variance for a randomized
groups design.
Conclusions put forth on the 'basis of the findings
were that:

(1) researchers in this field of study do not

concur on the catharsis hypothesis or believe, generally,
that a firm method has yet been established for attaining
suitable cont.rol groups to test the hypothesis1 (2) the
-

--- -----

-~

---~~

athletic event viewed by the subjects did not appear

sufficien.tly exciting or controversial to elicit the degree
of aggression necessary to adequately test. the cat.harsis
theory1 and ( 3) the hypothesis of t.he study was not
supported by the data.
Since the data did reveal a significant difference
between

11

live 11 and

11

radio 11 viewing, recornmenda·cions \>Jere

made for further studies of a simila.r nature.
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ORIEN'l'A'l'ION TO '!HE STUDY

· IN'I'RODUC'I'ION
li.rnerica is rapidly becoming a nat3.on. of viE!'vJers.
'l'he lelsure Sf:ort.s market. is placed at $150 "billion per
year 1 and t:he four rna jor sports--horse racing 1 football,
baseball, and

basb:~tball~-all

experienced increases of
1
two million and more fans from 1969 to 1970.
The

development of the television industry has cont.ributed
greatly to this rising trend.

Television has made it

possible for an individual to sit in his living rc.om and
view athletic competition from all pa.:r:ts of the '\-Jorld,
and in many varied types of social atmospheree
In 1953, there were 19.8 million American families
that owned their mvn television sets1 this figure represented 46.7 percent of the total population in the country.
Ho\-;ever, sixteen years later, in 1969, 61.9 mj.llion
~nerican

families owned television sets and this figure
.._,

represented 98.5 percent of the total population.G

!Associated Press, "Sports Crowd Boom,
Francisco Examiner, April 18, 1971.

11

2s.n.

2statj.s·tical ,a.bstract of the United States (9lst
Annual Editionr Washington, D.C.: u~s. Bureau ofCensus),
p. 205.
------

1

2

The lncrease in actual attendance at various
events, in a great variety of sports, has been almost as
rapid as the growth of television.

In 1950, major league

baseball drev.r 17,463,000 paying customers through the
turnstiles.,

By 1969, that figure had grown to 27,226,000,

an increase of nearly ten million fans.

In college foot-

ball, during the same period, t.he attendance f:i.gures
were nearly identical, while the actual number of teams
playing

decreased~

The National Basketball Association

did not even bot:her to publish attendance figures until
1960, a year in \oJhich 1,968, 000 fans paid to watch the

competition.

Nine years later, and in direct competition

with the American Basketball Association, the N.B.,A.,
attract.ed 4,427,000 paying customers.

In 1950, 3,940

professional boxers dre\17 gate receipts over $3,800, ooo.
In 1969, that figure rose to 5,126 boxers and $8,100,000!
But perhaps the greatest growth of all belonged to
professional football.

In 1950, tha National Football

League drew 2,008,000 people.

In 1969, two leagues, the

N.F.L. and the American Football League drew a
3
attendance of 9,334,000!

corr~ined

None of the above figures, with the exception of
boxing~

took into account the revenue earned (gate

receipts) or the amount of money paid ·by the mass media
in general, and television, in particular, for the

3

broadcasting· r·ights to i:hese events ..

Nc> mmct figures

\'lere published by the participat.ing teams, but recent
estimates contend that each team in the

N~F·~L.

realized

over a million dollars a year in television rights,
1965-1970 .. 4

And

on March 8, 1971, Joe Frazier and

Muhammad Al.i each received t.wo and one-half rnillion dollars
for closed circuit television rights, in addition to
their share of the gate receipts for their Vlcrld Heavyweight Championship Fight. 5
According to Thibaut and Coules, it. has been
stated and shown many times over that sports are psycho6
logically beneficial to the participants.
However, a
review of literature revealed an apparent lack of work
done on the emotional effects of being a spectator.

Does

being a spectator release pent-up emoti.ons or create an
inner drive within the individual to want to physically
release his own emotions?

Questions such as this

prompted the study.
· 4 Nat:i.onal Football Leag·ue Player's ~ssgci~t;i.q.n
Newsl.ette~ 11 July, 1970,. p. 1.
5M.ark Kram, 11 At the Bell • • • , 11 §J?Ort~
Illustrated, March 8, 1971, p. 20.
6
J. w. Thibaut and J. Coules, 11 The Role of Communication in the Reduction of Hostility, 11 Journal of
Abnormal Psychology, 1960, pp. 105-111.
- - - -

4
. S'rP...'rBI'1EN'l' OF THE PR.CBLEM

To what extent are selected University of the
Pacif:tc students affeGt.:ed by va.r:i.ous forms of viewing an
aggressive, athletic experience?

The a'chletic experience

examined in this study was a regularly scheduled vJest
Coast Athletic Conference basJ<:etball game between Pacific
and St., Mary's ..
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

11

0bservation of the responses of another to

various environrnent.al stimuli may at times affect the
response system of the observer as if he had carried out
the beha v:i.or himself .. 117

(Phenomena of .this type are

described by deCharms and Rosen'ba.um as falling under the
rubric of vicarious experience.)

11

A minimal amount of

research attention has been given to vicarious phenomena.., 118
However, the present study was concerned with the effects
given off from the participant to the spectator.

Have

these sports increased in popularity because they serve
to stimulate the audience or relieve pent-up emotions?
A number of studies have demonstrated that the
expression of aggression·--whether directly or
in s~tibolic form--results in lowering
..- - - - - - - -'

---

=-~

7Milton E. Rosenbaum a.nd Richard deCharms, 11 Direct
and Vicarious Reduction of Hostility, 11 ~Journal of Abnormal
~nd Soqial Psychology, 47 (1952), pp. 770-777.
8

Ibid.

5
su'bse:qu,~nt aggression~.
(ne.rkot.;ritz 1 1960: Fesh··
bach 6 l955r Popi·tone & Hed.chling, 19557 Rosenbaum
!'( deCharms, 1960~ 'l'hibaut & Coules, 1952). However, there :i.s a.lso experimerita.l evidenc~;. t.o the
effect that aggressive acti.vlty has a stimulai:ing
effect:. upon the manifestation of other aggressive
acts ( Feshbach 1 1956 7 Kenny, 19 53).. 9

Another series of experiments by
•

*

•

Blake, 1958: and others by:

Grosser,

Polansky, & Lippit:t., 1951: Rosenblith, 1959:

Schachter and Hall, 19s;:r have likewise shown
that mere observation of responses of a model has
a facil:i.tating effect on the subject's reactions
in the :!..mmediC:lte social. influence se'i:.ting .10
Ho\<rever, these
models~

experimf~nts

concerned children viewing adult

Since adults make up the large majori't.y of spec-

tatcrs at most sporting events, this study was concerned
\~:l.th

'f:he r€':r.mli: of adult: vicarious ident.ificatlon on their

various social settings.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The population used in this study was the
psychology class of Dr. Kenneth Beauchamp, University of

the Pacific, Stockton, California.

Dr. B1=:auchamp stated

that he felt that this class represent.ed a fair cross

----------9ge Feshbach, 11 The St:.imulating Versus Cathartic
Effects of a Vicarious Aggressive Activity 1 11 ~ournal of
Abn<;:g;..mal and. So~_;i;_sl_~ycholggy, 2 (1961), pp. 381-385.

lOA. Bandura, Dorothea Ross, and Shiela ~'1\. Ross,
Transmission of Aggression t.hrough Imitat.ion of Aggressive
Models, 11 J·o~ of .Abnorma~9__§..2£Ji?-l Psycholo_gy, 4
(1961), pp. 575-582.
11

- - ----

----

-

-

-----------

6

section of the freshman and sophomore si:udents of.' the
university. 11
DELIMITATIONS O'B' 'iliE STUDY

Delimj.tations imposed on the study were as
follmvs:
1.

The test did not ·take :!.n·to account.:. the

various emotional levels of the st.1.bjects immediately
before participating in the experiment.•

2.

The test did no·t take i.nto account the menta.l

ability of the subjects at any time before or after

participation in the experiment.
3.

The test did not. allo't.<J for the su:hject• s

indj.vidua.l preference of sporting

ev1~nts.,

It was believed t.hat the study might be further
limited as follows:
1.

The psychology class us.ed in the, study had a

mandatory requi:r:ement to participate in an experiment

before the end of the semester, therefore the subjects were
not selected on a volunteer basis.

2.

The modes of transportatlon could have an

effect on the emotional state of the subject at the time

of the event.
on the

WdY

(E .. g.,, a possible accident or near accident

to the event.)

llA complete breakdown of Dr. Beauchamp's class
makeup \vill be f cund i.n Appendix A,.
---

-------~

7
3..

If the pt...,st-garne test

~..vas

adminj_st.ered by

different. coordinators, the directions given out could
vary,.
4.,

The class t-Ias mainly composed of freshmen and

sophomores.
5.

'!'he author 1 s ability to analyze and evaluate

the test scores properlye

(This limitation could be

off-set, however, by the assistance given by faculty
members of the psychology department.)
ASSUMPTIONS
The author conducted the study based on the
following assumptions:
1.

That the first test used, the Bell Adjustment

Inventoky, was valid and reliable and discourages fakingD
And, that the hostility scale and questions provided a
solid foundation for the initial selection of the matched
groups.

Two aspects of the test were believed to

discourage faking:
The questions for a particular category are rotated
to prevent the student. from developing a mental
set tow~rd a particular category, and the use of
questions for a particular category which ask
almost--but not quite--the same questions, causes
students to ·be more careful t£ qive accurate
answers to all the questions. 2~

12augh M. Bell, The•. Bell Ad justmen·t Inventor:!
(Palo A1to1 Calif.: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.)
p. 13.

8

2:..

That the

S(;~cond

test. used., the Guilford-

Zirnmerman Temperament. survey, wets

valid and

alf~O

belj.eved to be

reli~ble:

The internal validity or factorial validity of the
scores is fairly well assured by the foundation
of factor-analysis studies plus the successive
item-analyses directed toward internal consistency
and uniqueness.
It is believed that 'ivhat each
score measures is fairly well defined and that the
score represents a confirmed dimension of person~
ality and a dependable descriptive category.l3
3.

That the results of this study would be

applicable for similar studies.

4.

That the subjects modes of transportation to

the various experimental areas were similar.

s.

That the time set for the subjects • a.rrival

at the experimental area.s allowed for the possfbility of one
or more of .the subjects being late.,
HYPO'l'HESIS
The manner in which the selected

w.c.A.C. 'basket-

ball game is viewed 'i1ill have an effect on the spectator
audience.

Specifically, viewing the event in person will

have a grea.ter effect ron the spectator than '"atching the
same event on television, or listening to the event on
the radio.

13J.P. Guilford and w.s. Zimmerman, "Manual of
Instructions and Interpretations, 11 •rhe Guilford-Zimmerman
Temnerament Survey (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sheridan Supply

co.,

1949), p. 6.

9

DEFINITIONS OF TEllinS
Special and/or key terms applied in the study were
defined to facilitate comprehension •
Vigorous, extremely energetic, \vith the possi-

.l\...99!:Q.SSJ.:..Y_q,e

bility nf body contact (as in baslcetball, football, and
ice hockey).
Th9 displacement and harmless reduction of

~aj:hafsis..

pent-up aggressions and other powerful emotions.
Commun_i~ti.on.

pisplac~EQ~.

A mutual identification of meaning.
The transfer of an emotion from the object

about which it \vas originally experienced to another object
or a persone
t~2tili~y.

project,.

Opposition or resistance to an idea, plan, or
Open rebellion to the ideas of others.

~ial. ~~tifis~tion.

The end result of vicarious

participation in an athletic event.
Level of pignificance.
samples.

The obtained difference

bet~1een

The percentage of occasions on which one would

expect to find, by sampling error, a difference as large
or larger than obtained if there really were no difference
between the means. 1 4
Vicarious.

Participation that is felt or enjoyed through

the imagined participation in the experience of others.
- - - -

--=

c-------

-==

14J.T. Spence, B. Underwood, c. Duncan, and J.
Cotton, Elementary Statistics (New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1968), p. 102.

10
ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDEr-< OF T'clE STUDY

'l'he purpose of this first chapter

WciS

the reader to the problem to be examined--the

to· introduce
importancf~,

scope, delimitations, assumptions, hypothesis, and
definition of terms.
The review of literature, Chapter IIn was rather
compact because of the limited amount of material available
concernj.ng the subject.

The method of research and a

detailed description of procedures and techniques
utilized in the study made up Chapter III.

Chapter IV

dealt exclusively \<7ith the presentation and analysis of
data.

The fifth and final chapter of the thesis con-

sisted of a surmnary, conclusions, limitati,ons, and
recommendationse
The Bibliography included a listing of all
references that were used in the study.

Appendixes

included the testing instruments used in the study and a
breakdown of the population usedo

· - - - -.

_____ '" ___

-

~

-

-

..:.-

CHl-iPTER I I
REVIEN OF LI'l'ERATURE
J.N'ri{0DUC1'I ON

At the outset the most complex part of the problem
was expectt;d to be showing commun5.cat:i.on exj st.ed between
an athlet.ic event and a spectator audienceo
learn<::~d

was

However, it

that using the basic definitions of com-

munication showed that communicat:ton doels take place in
the form of

11

partial gratification" being received by

the individual observer.,
Burke has stated that communica:tion is a mutual
identi:fication of meaning elS

According t.o Ruesch:

11

The

one mood or feeling that every person in a given audience
has in common is an interest in the event that he or she
16
is observing. 11
Martin comment.ing on anot.her function
· of

com~'<\Unica tion

noted that:

- The most striking peculiarity presented by
a psychological crm<Jd is the following: ·Nhoever
be the individuals that cornpose it~ hov1ever 1· lilce
or unlike be their mode of life, .their occupations, their character or their intelligence,

15Lorenzo Sears, ,TI'le Hist.Qry of Oratory (Chicago:
Scott, Foresman & Co., 1903) 9 p. 278.
16 .
J. Ruesch, Therapeutic Com.munica tion (New Yor.k:

w.w.
--------~-

--

~

~:rorton,

1961), p. 94

11

12
the fac·t that they have been transformed into a
crowd put~ thi~ in possession of a sort of collective m~nd.
According to Feshbach, sports provide an outlet for
powerful emotions which have been accumulated. in t:he
course of daily living.
term

11

18

Aristotle first a.pplled the

ca.tht=u:sis 11 to what he considered to be the "psycho-

logically cleansing 11 effect of tragic

drama~ 19

Presumably,

pent-up aggressions and ot.her powerful emotions are displaced and redirected harmlessly in the controlled and
socially acceptable drama of athletic competition.
in his book,

§.Eor~~~b!:.l He?-l~h,

Moore,

stated:

One would not believe that partial grat.ification is quite as satisfactory as ac•cual par1:icipation but still it fulfills a very useful need
in our society. Particularly with greater age, we
step bacJ<: into the world of the observers· through
retaining certain comp(:~titor rights j_n more gen·tle
games. Since we no longer have to battle so constantly to maintain our position in the pecking
order, we cease to struggle so hard but can gain
substitute pleasure from our low rank in vicariously joining our athletic heroes. 20

He went on to say that there is a basic difference ·between
the particj_pation of the adult and the boy observer since

17E. D. Martin, The Behavior of Crm.;ds (New York:
Harper & Bros., 1920), p. 7.

18s. Feshbach, 11 'l'he Drive Reducing Function of
Fantasy Behavior,," Journal of Abnormal and Socia.l Psycho!Qgy, 50 (1955), pp. 3-11.
19sears, op. cit.

Ill.:

20R. Moore, §.Eprts .and Mental Health (Sprj,.ngfield,
c.c. Thomas, 1966),. p. 76.
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the boy mo.y often create the fantasies :i.n ;.lhich he is the

hero 1 himself, whereas the adult

malE:~

kno\-1S better.

Never~·

theless, the adult feels a surge of "animal delight 11 21
as he sits in his easy chair watching a professional
football game.

He particularly delights, according to

Moore, in watching the defensive linemen smash the adver•a
sary quarterback to the turf. 22

Moore Scl.\11 some of this

same animal delight in crowds \11a tching boxing rna tches.
The audience gets restless and claps rhythmically during
matches between two skilled defensive 'boxers because many
come to see brutality.

The audience may be a bit sheepish

after the bout, and might even join i.n the public outcry
ag·ainst the bruta.llty in boxing..

For a rnon-;emt, however,

a great surge of delight has been experienced through the
vicarious expression of inner aggressitivity. 23
Taking another point of vie\-7 1 it may be argued
that the cathartic effect of tragic drama
the frank portrayal of the cul turaily

derive~3

for'biddE:.~n

from

and

violent, and from the terrible punishments of the transgressors1 but, in contrast, sports are necessarily hemmed
tightly round with rules and restrictions which prevent
a cathartic release of emotions.

And lacking punishment

for overly expressed aggression, 'the aftermath of
violent sports may be strong guilt feelings.

-~~-----

--------~

Lemkau

J.4
comm€-mted on one aspect of this pos·sibility a.s follows:

I am o. little skeptical, I must admit, about.
whet--,her athletics are really an outlei: for
ag<Jressj.ve feelings. One might further argue that
the very restrictions and rules which define and
order some sports so frustrate t.he venting of emotion
that t:he immediate and perhaps ultimate effect is
heightened, rather than lowered aggressi~e feelings.
Some of the savage outbursts of f:!.ghting in such
sports as basketball, foot:ball 1 and ~ockey might be
evidence in support of this theory. 2
If the i.ndi vidual participant cannot vent his
aggressions, can the observer T..-Jho identifies

wit~h

this

participant vent his emotions, or does the observance of
aggression further heighten the inner turmoil of the
observer?

A number of studies have demonstrated that the

expression of aggression, whether directly or in symbolic
form, results in a lowering of subsequent. a.ggress ion.

However, there was also experimental evidence uncovered
which. supported that aggressj.ve activity has a stimulating
effect upon the manifestation of other aggressive acts.
Since both possfbilities, reduction and stimulation, have been experimentally observed, the pertinent
issue in this review was to determine under what conditions
a vicarious agg·ressive act increases and under what conditions it decreases the probability of the subsequent
aggressive behavior?
-----

24.P.V. Lemkau, "Desirable Athletic Competition for
Children, 11 Research Quarterly, 23 (1952), p. 346.
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CATHARSIS

The revie\\1 of literature revet:1.led studies bot.h

supporting and criticizing the catharsis hypothesis •

..
f~Cl.:rs :I._.§.JiY]2oj:_h§!,~"

Dollard, Doo'}?, Miller, Mowrer, and Sears first
elaborated on the catharsi.s hypothesis in 1939,.
hypothesis maintains that:

25

The

"the occurrence of an act of

aggression by an individual reduces the strength of the
aggressive drive 'Hithin him. 1126

'rhis proposition is

inconsistent with that advanced by Sears and his colleagues
(1953) who suggested that:

Frequent punishment for hostile acts leads to
aggression·-anxie·ty, which, presumably beca.use this
anxiety is ~&:ustrating, leads to heightened aggressive driveoL.'/
In accord with this hypothesis, Berkowitz noted
that an initially high level of overt aggression toward
frustrating agents frequently is followed by a steady
decline in this hostility,

11

as if the expression of

2SJ. Dollard, L.W. Doob, N.E. Miller, O.H. Mowrer,
and R.R .. Sears, Frustr~~.Q_n and Agqre·ssioQ (New Haven:
· Yale University Press, 1939), p. 51.
26 Ibid., p. 51.

27R.R. Sears, J.W. Whiting, v. Nowlis, and P.
Sears, 11 Some Child-Rearing Antecedents of Aggression and
Dependency in Young Children, 11 Genetic Psychology Mono=----=

-----~

graphs, 47

(1953)~

p. 135.
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c:~ggressiOKi

r-zad 9tlr.ained 9 the individual's reservoir of

host.j.lity .. ·~ 128

Pertinent to the reduc·tion of o·vert.

hostility,. Berko,.ritz noted that:

• .. .. it can be proposed that the negative
corre1at:i.on bet.Tt.reen t.he intensi t.y of early and
-later ,overt aggression is likely to arise when
(a) the individual reacts to hie first.aggressive
acts .,.,:;rith guilt or aggression anxiety, and/or
(b) the individual is not fur-th~~ angered
either by himself or 'by others. ··
The first. experiment. revie"toled herein was devoted

primarily "to a test of these conceptions.,

Two hypotheses

put for-th ·were:

(a) Given that the subjects had been angered by
their partners, 'the magnitude of their initial
increase .in hostility has no relationship to any
chang~~.s j_n the subjec·ts 2 · hostilii:y le~.7e1s ·by the
conch.;mio:n of t.he episode (experiment) if the
su1,jt:cct.s are further frustrated by their part-·
ners a.nd remi.nded of these frustrations.. ('b) In
contrast:, the greater the increase in the subjects' overt hostility t.oward their partners
after t:.he initial instigation the friendlier he
should become if the first act of aggression
against the partner is followed by the partner
rewarding the su'bject in some manner an¢ relative~y frequent recall of this reward~ 3 0
The study also sought to test Feshbach 8 s
catharsis~1

hypothesis:

II

• •

$

sy~olic

11

syrrlbolic

aggression

expressed in fantasy activities, such as taking the
Thematic Aptitude Test results in a cathartic reduct;Lon of
31
_aggressive drive. 11
But, according to Berkowitz, there

------- -- --- --

iBL,.· Berkowitz,

of Overt Hostility,

!ggy, 60:

l

11

11

Some Factors Affecting the Reduction
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psycho-

(1960), p. 14.
30

Ibid. I p.. 15.
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are difficulties confronting thir:: hypot.hesis:
• • • The:ce is little doubt that t:he arousal of a
socially approved drive co.n lead to a. decrease in
the number of overt drive related rt~sponseG even
in fantasy tasks ( Chasdi & La\vrence, 1955:- Clark,
1955). ·Thus, .there are two additional questions
in the present investigation., Can fantasy activities mediate a reduction in overt hostility,
and, if so, is thts reduction consistent ra_i.th the
hypothesis that guilt inhibits hostilitye~ 2
e

e

e

e

e

e

G

•

e

•

e

e

e

e

e

e

•

e

G

e

•

•

*

d

e

•

Members of pairs of subjects., ostensibly
engaging in a study of 'first impressions,• indicated their degree of liking each other at various
times during a 50-minute experimental session,
right after first seeing each other and then twice
more after instigations to aggression. Three sets
of instigating conditions were crea·ted in a 2 x
2 x 2 factorj.al de.sign. First, half of the subjects were caused to have an initial disliking
for their partner (P) by manipulating the ''ll'ritt.en
communications supposedly sent by him. · 'rhe
remainlng subjects rece5.ve.d friendlier messages~
th~ subjects then completed th.e second questic·n~
naire~
Following thisr half of th~ stibjeet.s were
told that. their partner had e.val ua ted them unfa vorably on this letter questionnaire, while the
other half were led to believe ·that their part:ners had evaluated them favorably. But before
the subjects were given the fina.l questionnaire,
half were asked to respond to four T.A.T. cards,
with the remaining half asked to describe themselves on a long adjective check J.is·t.. It was
assumed that ·the latter stib j ects would remind
themselves of their partner 8 s behavior toward them
and thus would stimulate themselves to an increased
liking or disliking for t.hat partner. 33
The results indicated the follm·1ing:
1. Comparisons among the condition means
indicates that P 1 s second act, his evaluation of
s, had its greatest effect in changing s•s
- - - -

=

-

---

-

3 3 Ibid., p. 18.
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attitude t.oward P. when 'chis act. was inconsist.ent
with P 1 s earlier behavior., 'I'hus, if the evaluation
was frienc.Uy (favorable) l:mt had been preceded 'by
unfriendly co~nunications from P there was more
likely to 'be an incre-ase in friendliness towdrd P
than if this favorable evaluation had been preceded by the hos·t.ile not.es. Similarly, the un-.
friendly (or unfavorable) evaluation \'laS more likely
to produce a.n increase in anger. when the earlier ·
communications from P had been. friendly than when
these messages had 'been hostile in tone.. Since the
s«s pro'bably expected evaluations from P consistent
v''ith hj.s earlier 'behavior, it is sug·gested that a
frustration is most likely to give rise to aggression when this frustration involves the nonfulfillment of an expectation. There also is evidence
that the presumed self-description induced by
working on the increasing unfriendliness toward P,
as a result of hts unfavorable evaluation of s,
even when this had been preceded by the hostile
communications from P.
2. The s•s receiving favorable evaluations of
themselves from P showed a negative correlation
betvJee.n increase in unfriendliness from Ql to Q2
and changes in this attitude from Q2 to Q3, regardless of whether they had been initially angered or
not, if they took the adjectj.ve check list but
not if they responded·to the T.A.T~ It is hypothesized that the s•s in these conditions displaying
the greatest increase in hostility after their
first impressions, in performing the self-descriptive
task, relminded themse1ves of their unkindness in
having been unfriendly to"1ard P when he had thought
so well of them (as indicated by his Q2 ratings).
This self-stimulation to strong guilt presumably
led to n~nifestations of friendliness on Q3.
3. The S 1 s given the intervening T.A.T. task
showed a negative relationship between the increase
in unfriendliness from Ql to Q2 and fantasy
aggression if they had been angered only once (by
the unfavorable evaluations of themselves). It is
suggested that these s•s felt guilty for their
unfriendliness relatively so·on, prior to taking
the T. A. T. , so t.ha t their guilt produced an
inhibition of hostility on the T.A.T. In contrast,
the s•s angered by both the notes and unfavorable
evaluation from P showed a negative relationship
between fantasy aggression and the subsequent
attitude changes from 02 to Q3·. Here it is '
·conjectured that these s•s did not feel guilty

19
as soon a.s the ot.her S • s because the f.irst hostile
notes from P to some extent served to justify the
;:mger provoked by the evaluation, no that the
guilt reac·t.ion inhibi tfng overt manifesta tlons of
unfriendliness did not occur unti1 Just before the
final questionnaire \-laS completed. 3

Berkowitz stated, earlier in this paper, that:
11

the crucial tests of catharsis hypothesis must come from.

laboratory investigat:i.ons utilj.zing experimentally aroused
hostility. 1135

Several studies carried out tn relatively

controlled situations obtained results which seem to be
consistent with the restrictions Berkowitz has placed on
such studies.
Pepitone and Reichling 36 aroused hostility in all
of their subjects and then either facilitated or inhibited
the opportunities for overt aggression to occur.

The

th:i.rteen two-man groups which began wit.h a high liking for
the instigator at first expressed strong hostility toward
the instigator and followed that feeling with a period of
steady decline in open aggression toward the instigator.
The thirteen two-man groups which had a low liking for

the instigator, in contrast, did not show such a decline.
According to Pepitone and Reichling, the first group, which

34 Ibid., p. 21.

35L. Berkowitz, 11 The Expression and Reduction of
Hostility, 11 Psychological Bullettn, 55: 5 (1958), p. 257.
--~~

.

-~-----_______..

-

-

--

36 A. Pepitone and G. Reichling, 11 Group Cohesiveness
and the Expression of Hostility, 11 Human Relations, 8 (1955),
pp. 327-337.
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had expressed more hostility to'.>mrd the instigator, rated
that same instigator more favorably at the conclusion of
the study than did the second group (who had nr;t expressed
as much hostility).

If one accepts Berkowitz' theory of

aggression-anxiety {guilt feelings) it is possible to
apply it to the latter study and state tha·t the first
group expressed hostility toward the inst.igator \<7hich, in
turn, produced increased guilt feelings and a higher
favorability rating at the end.

Pepitone and Reichling

chose to state that the possible difference in scores
11

could be caused by the restraints against aggressive

behavior felt by members of the second group which could
have added to their hostility-production··frustration. u 37
Thibaut, 38 using underpriv5.leged groups, frustrated the status aspirations of eighteen groups (of
five to six subjects each).

Nine groups became privileged

while the other nine remained underprivileged.

The nine

groups which were rewarded then proceeded to show a
cathartic reduction of hostility.

Thibaut and Coules

39

went on to show, in a later study, that an individual's
37 Ibid.
---

-

----------

38J. Thibaut, 11 An Experimental Study of the
Cohesiveness of Underprivileged Groups, 11 Human Relations,
3 (1950), 271-278.
3 9J. Thibaut and J. Coules, 11 The Role of Communication in the Reduction of Interpersonal Hostility,"
9"ournal__ of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 47 (1952), pp.
770-777.

aggression is reduced 'llhen the hostile action appears to
have helped goal attainment,
Feshbach, who is one of the leading supporters
of the catharsis theory, tested the hypothesi.s that
11

fantasy will reduce the strength of a motive by means of

symbolic motivation. 11

40

Male college students were

assigned to one of four conditions:
filmr (2) insult--aggressive

film~

(1) insult--neutral
(3) non~insult--neutral

filmr and (4) non-insult--aggressive film.,

Students

assigned to the insult condition were subjected to
unwarranted and extremely critical remarks that questioned
their intellectual competence and emotional maturity, {in
an earlier study Fe shbach had shown that this treatment
arouses hostility toward the experimenter).

On the other

hand, subjects assigned to the non-insult condition were
treated in a neutral manner.
viewed one of two films:

Subject groups subsequently

(1) 12._ody and Soul, 'ltlhich contained

a violent boxing sequence1 (2) a neutral film depicting
the consequences of the spreading of rumors in a factory
situation.

As a rationale for the presentation of the

film, all the subjects were given the same instructions:
to be. prepared to judge the personality of the main
41
character of the film they were going to watch.
- - - -- ---

· 4 0aerkowitz, "Expression and Reduction,

-------

-------1

11

p. 257.

4ls. Feshbach, 11 The Drive Reduction of Fantasy
Behavior, 11 Journal of .Apnormal and Social Psychology, SO,
(1955),: pp. 3-11.
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At the conclusion of the film the subjects actually
did fill out a questionnaire concerning the personality
of the ina in character.· However, at this poin·t:., the

experimenter left the testing room and was replaced by a
new f".Xperimenter.

The new experimenter explained that the

psychology department wished to learn st:.u.dents 1 op:i.nions
of the value of participatj_ng in experiments su:bh as the

one they had just completed.

A questionnaire was admin-

istered which dealt with the subject 1 s attitudes toward
both the experiment and the experimenter.

The subject 1 s

response to this questionnaire provided the measure of
aggression. 42
Feshbach predicted that. the insult group exposed
to the fight film would exhibit

lf~ss

aggression toward

the experimenter than the insult group exposed to the

neutral film.

on the other hand, the non-insult group

exposed to the fight film would show more aggression than
the non-insult group exposed to the neutral film.

43

The results ·of this experiment supported the
catharsis hypothesis, according to Feshbach.

The mean

aggression score for the insult group subjects who viewed
the fight film was significantly lower than the score for

the insult group which viewed the neutral film.

Also,

42

Berkowitz, "Expression and Reduction." p. 277.

43

Ibid.
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the

subject~s

assigned to t.he j_nsul t fight. film yielded

aggression scores below the median for the ent:ire insult ·
group..

Meanwhile, most of the subjects assigned to the

insult neutral film yielded agg·ression scores above the
median.

The second half of Feshbach 1 s prediction,

involving t:he non-insult groups,. was not supported by
his findings. 44
The most recent study in support of the catharsis

hypothesis was conducted by Turner. 45

He compared the

effects of viewing three college athletic contests in
three diff,erent sports--football, basketball, and
wrestling--upon the written aggressive responses of male
spectators,.

Forty-four freshmen and sophomore volunteer

students from the University of Maryland served as subjects.

Of the forty-four, twenty-five subjects comprised the
Experimental Group which was tested before and after all
three conbestsr Group I consisted of nine subjects 't'lho
were tested before and after the basketball and wrestling
contestsr cmd, finally, Group II, consisted of ten
subjects who were tested before and after the wrestling
contest.

According to Turner, the purpose of the two

control groups was to determine <t<1hether the changes in the
Experimental Group's aggressive responses were actually
------

44

rhid.
45
Edward T. Turner, 11 The Effects of Viewing College
Football, Basketball, and Wrestling on the Elicited
Aggressive Responses of Male Spectators, ... Medicine and
Science ~n ~Sports, 2 (1970), pp. J.00-105.
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caused by the contest and not by t.he technique of

readministering the identical test on three
..

~-

---

occasion;:.:~.

Six Thematic Apperception 'l'est (T.,A.T.) cards
an.d twenty sentence complet.ion test (s.c.T.) stems
were administ(-:!red to the subjects before each
athletic contest~ Six different T.A.T~ cards and
twenty different s.c .. '1' .. s·tems were administered
to the subjects after each athletic contest.
Though the pre-test and post-test cards and stems
were differEmt, they were equated as to aggressive
pullo 'I'he same ·tests were used throughout all
three testing sessions to add more control to the
study.
The cards used had been selected by fifty to
one hundred male psychology students in two
studies reported by Murstein., The cards were
rat.ed as to their aggressive pull and ranked in
order. The two groups of T~A.T. cards used in
this study were equated by taking the most
agg·ressive pull card and pairing it with the
least aggressive pull card, placing these two
in the pre-test groupr the next two cards chosen,
the fJecond most aggressi"~.TE! pull and ·the second
least aggressive pull card, were placed in the
post-test group. 'l'he same technique was continued until the pre·-test and post-test groups
each contained six cards.46

The subjects in this survey met as a group at the
University of Maryland (Baltimore County) and completed the
background information sheet.

1bey were then transported

by chartered bus to the College. Park campus of the
University of Maryland where they were directed to the
testing room.
subjects.

The s.c.T. was then completed by the

After completion of this segment of the study,

-·-·-

46 Turner, op. cit., p. 102. [Murstein's procedure
was proved effective in an earlier study: B. Murstein,
"The Scaling of T.A. T. Hostility by a Variety of Scaling
Methods, 11 Journal of Consulting Psychology, 25 (1961),
pp. 497-504 • .1
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the T.A.T. pictures wera projected on a screeno

47

From the testing room 1 .the students proceeded·
directly to the athletic contest and were situated in
designated areas.

Immediately after the conclusion of the

contest the subjects returned to the testing roo:n..

In the

post game proc:edure, the positions of the instruments used
were reversed so that the

-

''

s .. c.r.r .. was administered after

Scales had been established for measuring both
intensity and frequency of aggressive responsese
Frequency of aggression was measured as the total
number of aggressive \-lords mentioned., Intensity
was a \v'l":dgnted value on a four-po:i.nt scale of the
aggressive words. Reliability of the grading
scale had been esta'blished for both intensity and
frequency of aggression 'between two independent
judges. The relia'bilities vJere between .82 and
• 99.

Within the limits of this study the following
conclusions were warranted:
·

---·---

1. Football and ·basketball spectator situations increase the frequency of an individualss
elicited aggression.
2. Football, basketball and wrestling
spectator situations do not increase the intensity
of an individual's elicited aggression~
3. The Thematic Apperception Test and the
Sentence Completion Test yield similar written
aggressive responses to a given situatj_on.
4. Projective techniques can 'be employed to
measure written aggressive responses of subjects.
5. The Thematic Apperception Test and the
Sentence Completion Test can be employed in a
test-retest administration over a short period of
time without altering a subject's aggressive
responses.

-.,...-. =-===-- ~"'- ,--- =

47
-----~
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.

.

Ibid., p. 105.
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6., Various facets of athli":'!tic contest
spectator sittmtions, other ·than the contest.
d~
j_tself, affect the emotions of sport spect.a tors .. · tl
Word-association tests, in which a person is given
some verbal stimulus and ins·tructed to respond vlit.h the
first verbal association that occurs to him, have ·been
widely used for many years in various clinical studies,
according to Geen and George. 49

In such a test the cue

word. acts as a stimulus 't-lhich is relevan.t :i.n sorne
some disposition to respond.

"t-?ay

to

vlhere the person rnust make

several serial associations following the presentation
-------{

of a stimulus word, each response presumably acts as a
stimulus for the

succeed~ng

response. 50

Geen and George designed this study to test
the correlation of aggressive associations to aggressive
response tendencies of a more enduring nature than t.hose
created "by reinforcement in an earlier study "by Geen and
Pigg. 51 Geen and ~igg asserted that aggressive word

48Ibid.
49a.G. Geen and R. George, "Relationship of
Manifest Aggressiveness to Aggressive Word Associations,"
Psychological Reeorts, 25 (1969), 711-714.
----·=====----~

50Ibid.
51 a.G. Geen and Re Pigg, "Acquisition of an
Aggressive Response and its Generalization to Verbal
Behavior, 11 (From:· Geen and George op. cit.), p. 712.

--------,....;
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a.ssociations are an indicat.or of aggressive hab:ttss
Geen and George started their study by adminj.stering a questionnai.re to

seventy-t~.;o

male. undergraduates

who were participating in the testing session to fulfill a
course requirement.

The crucial items in the inventory

were seven sub-scales from the manifest aggressiveness
inventory of Buss and Durkee. 52

The sub··scales used were:

Attack, Indirect Aggression, Irritability, Suspiciousness,
Verbal Aggression, Negativism, and Resentment.

The

inventory also contained in thej.r entirety: (l) the Social
53
Desirability Scale of Crown.e a.nd f1arlowe,
and (2) the
Masculinity-Femininity scale from the Guilford-Zimmerman
Temperament Survey.

According to the authors, the first

was included to test the possibility thC!.t subjects high
in need for approval may inhibit the forming or reporting
of aggressive associations, while the latter was included
to test whether males who are relatively high in masculinity might tend to make aggressive associations more
readily than males who are relatively low in this area.

54

52A.Hc Buss and A. Durkee, 11 An Inventory for
Assessing Different Kinds of Hostility," Journal of
Consulting P~chology, 21 (1957), 341-348.

·-·--

~tudies

53n.P. Crowne and D. Marlowe, The Approval Mptive:
in Evaluative DeQendence (New York: Wiley, 1964).
54Geen and George, loc.; cit.

---------=-'j
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The subjects

'\~Jere

run in three separat.e groups

consisting of 20, 33, and 19 subject:s.

The Gellerman

Word Association Test 55 \vas administered to each group in
addition to the previously mentioned inventory..

The test,

which was first used by Gellerman in 1956, contains five
words highly related to aggression (choke, massacre,
murder# stab, and torture) and six '\'lords of a more neutral
nature (wash, travel, walk, relax, sleep, and listen).
Unlike the word association tests admlnistered to the
subjects in the study by Geen and Pigg, each of t.he
subjects was asked to make five responses to each of the
---------1

words, which were shown to the subjects at 20-second
.

56

intervals. .

According to Geen and George the data suggested
that aggressive \'lord associations are highly correlated
with scores on the Indirect Aggression and Resentment
subscales of the inventory:
The items in the Indirect Aggression subscale
measure tendencies to aggress intensely against;
inanimate objects follmving arousal (e., g., slamming
doors, smashing things), while items ·from the
Resentment subscale indicate a general spirit of
hostility tow37d others over real or imagined
mistreatment.
·
·

SSs. Gellerman.,

The Effects of Experimentally
Induced Aggression and Inhibition on Word Association
Responses 11 (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Pennsylvania, 1956), p. 29.
56
------------..---=.;

---------~-

Ibid.

11

57 Geen and George, loc. cit.
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:i:'he results of this study, according to Geen and
George, g-Emerally support Geen and Pigg 1 s

unpubl~shed

content:i.on that aggressiveness habit strength is a variable
in aggressive verbal responding to aggressive stimuli.
J'..lso,

~lboth

studies favor t.he possible use of aggressive

word associatj.ons as a measure of aggre.sslon which is a
function of several different ante(;:edent conditions., u

58

An__!;,i -~rtic ..Y1e.!7J20in t2.

This section contains studies that yielded results
contrary to the catharsis hypothesis.
o,
-------------.

Several studies

have been included, however, that do not deal with
vicarious identification, but rather, actual participation.
The resuli:s of all these studies seem to be equivocal,
according to Berkowitz, for one of two reasons,

(1) the

authors failed to recognize the limiting conditions (e.g ..
no control over the subject 1 s frustrations), or (2) the
authors failed to distinguish between an aggressive
response or an instigation to aggression. 59
Berkowitz, 60 gave credit to Freud for first
formally expressing the fundamental hypothesis concerning
frustration and aggression.

was:

fl

Freud suggested that aggression

• • • premordial reaction to the frustration
5 8 Ibid.

-o

-----+

59Berkowitz,
60 Ibid.

11

The Expression and Reduction."
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occurring ¥rhenever pleasure seeking or pain·..avoiding
behav:i.or was blocked. 1161

As stated earlier in this revi.~C:,·',7 1

Dollard et al., published the follmv-ing opinion:
• • • the proposj.tion is that the occurrence of
aggressive behavior always presupposes the existence of frustration and, contrariwise, t.hat the
existence of frustration always leads to some
form of aggression.62
They hypothesized that the st.rength of the instigation to
aggression varied directly to one of at least three
factors:

{1) The strength of instigation to the frustrated
(2) the degree of interference wit.'-1 the
frustrated response, and (3) the number of
frustrated response-sequences. 63
response~

·Dollard and his associa.tes believed that there
were sim.ilarities between obvious physiological· drives
such as hunger and se2c:, and the instigation of aggression.
They assumed that the similarity is nowhere more clearly
seen than in their own discussion of catharsis:
When an organism makes an appropriate goal
such as eating, the strength of the
relevant physiological drive (in this case, hunger)
is reduced. Causing injury to another, ·particularly the· frustrating agent, is held to be the
aggressive drive's goal response, and therefore,.
the occurrence of an act of aggression supposedly
reduces the instigation to aggression.64
respons~,

--------------

61nollard et al., op. cit., P. 1.
62 J:bid. 1 Pe 17 e
6 3 :rbid., p. 21.

-----

6 4J:bid. 1 Pe 50.
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Their discussion of catharsis also included a
reference to an important implication of the jo:tnt

operat.:~~)n

of catharsis and displacement:
With the level of frustration held roughly
constant, there should be an inverse relationship between tg~ occurrence of different forms
qf aggression.,
It was Berkowitz• 'belief that ·this meant t.hat displacement
to other forms of aggression follows the inhibition of any
aggressive response.,

It would seem, therefore, that t.he

cathartic effect resulting from the expression of a hostile
act should reduce the instigation to other aggressive
actse

Among notable assertions made by Dollard et al.

were:
(a) The cathartic reduct:i.on of hostility may
only be temporary if the original frustra t:i.on per•w
sists, and (b) repetition of a mod6 of release may.
presumably produce learning of it. 6
Feshbach 67 .found no evidence of a cathartic

release of hostility as a function of play therapy.

He

observed that boys who were initially low in aggressive
behavior shm-1ed a significant increase in overt aggressive
behavior following a series of unrestrained play experiences.
However, girls were also used in the study and there was
no significant effect recorded.

6 5 Ibid., p. 51.

Feshbach stated that his

66 Ibid.,, p. 50.,

67s. Feshbach, 11 The Catharsis Hypothesis and Some
Consequences of Interaction with Aggressive and Neutral
Play Objects, 11 Journal of Personality, 24 (1956), 449-462.
--------~--~
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subjects were not protected from continuing sources of
frus·t.ratiori so that his catharsis hypo·thesis should not
be disregarded..

one other factor of IPeshbach 1 s study

concerned the use of toys.

Those children who used

aggressive toys seemed more aggressive during lo.ter pertoc1s
than the children who used neutral toys.
The following three studies yielded results \>Jhich
apparently supported the catharsis hypotht3sis.,

However,

as will be discussed, at least one expert felt that the
studies were not true tests of the catharsis hypothesis.
Johnson and Hutton 68 administered the House·-TreePerson test

to

eight collegiate wrestlers under three

conditions:

(1) before the wrestling season1 (2) 4-5 hours

before the first match of the season1 and (3) the morning
after the match..

The results showed that aggressive

feelings reached a heightened state prior to the first
69
match, and then decreased following the match.
The House-Tree-Person test was selected for use
because it seems to reflect the impact of strong emotion

68w.R,. Johnson and D.C. Hutton, "Effects of a
Combative Sport upon Personality Dynamics as Measured by a
Projective Test," Research Quarterly, 26 (1955), 49-53.
69
--~--

Johnson and Hutton, loc. cit.
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upon the

p<;;~rsonalityi

j.t. req:uirE.~s--dra.wing

crayon.

and because of the commonplace task

a house* a tree, and a person lllith

It has also been found to be unlikely to give

rise to blockages and refusals to be tested when subjects
are in an emotionally disturbed state.
Husman 70 tested collegiate boxers, wrestlers,
cross-country runners and a group of non-athletes.
tests he used included the

The

T •.A.T., which showed a

significant difference 'between the groups with the boxers
being the least aggressive of the foure
Stone, 71 according to Berkowitz, obtained
indications of inhibited hostility following a socially
sanctiont:;d athletic contest.

He administered the

'l1 .A. T.

to

football players both during and after the season, with
their responses being compared to a matched control group
of non-athletes.
There was no difference b~tween the two groups
in fantasy a.ggression during the football season,
but the football players showed significantly less
manifest aggression on th; T.A.T. following the
completion of the season. 2
However, the aggression that the football players
displayed during the testing session involved stories

----

70e . F. Husman, "Aggression in Boxers and Wrestlers
as Measured 'by Projective Techniques," Research Quarterly,
26 (1955), 421-425.
71 A.A. Stone, "The Effects of Sanctioned overt
Aggression on Total Instigation to Aggressive Responses,
From BerkovTitz, 11 The Expression and Reduction, 11 p. 274.
72 Ibid., p. 276.

11
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about aggression from impersonal sources.,

Stone felt

that the football players suffered from aggression-anxiety
(strong-guilt feelings), which caused them to attribute
aggression to impersonal sources.

He believed that this

aggression-anxiety frequently results from aggressive
actions, even if aggression is encouraged or permitted.,
was the opinion of Berkowitz, however, that no one can
prove the catharsis hypothesis until he or she first
shows:

"that any decrease in overt hostility is not due

to the arousal of aggression-anxiety. 1173

He asserted

that:
While the above studies have all the advantages
inherent in dealing with 11 real-life 8 situations, they
typically also suffer from inadequate controls.
Ultimately, then, the crucial tests of the catharsis
hypothesis must come from laboratory investigations
utili.zing experimentally aroused hostility. 74

In his own experiments, Berkowitz seemed to cast
considerable doubt on the possibility of a cathartic
release of emotion through the observation of filmed
violence.

He drew a correlation between this filmed

violence and violent athletic contests.
p~rson

The reason a

who is tense at the beginning of such contests

sometimes. comes away from the.m feeli.ng more relaxed,
according to Berkowitz, is quite simple:
----

.

·--

·-

-

----------~

11

He calms down

·not because he has discharged. his anger vicariously but

It
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because h€"~ was carried away by the events he witnessed. 11

7~

;:)

He furt.her assert:ed the relaxed feeling has taken hold
s~_mply

because the indivia:ual wa.s not thinking of his own

problems~

he ceased to continue to stir himself up and

eventually the anger dissipated.

And., possi'bly 1 the game

could have temporarily affected the indj_vidual's whole
outlook on lifee
Berkowitz based his experiments concerning the
observa·t:ion of violence on the theory that the spectator
audience finds the concept of retaliation a necessary
evil:

-------1

•• people seem to approve of hurting a scoundrel
who has hurt others. 1176 ·
"~

He also believed that this method of justice
could lf.!ad to socially harmful. consequences.
If the criminal or 1 bad guy' is punished
aggressively, so that others do to him what he
had done to them, the violence appears justified.
Inherent in the likelihood that the audience
will regard it as justified is the danger that
some angered person in the audience will attack
someone who has frustrated him,. or perhaps even·
some innocent person he happe91· to ass:oc ia te
with the source of his anger.·
Several other experiments have supported this
theory, including a study by Lovaas. 78
· In an experiment
with nursery school children, he found that children who
were exposed to an aggressive cartoon film displayed more
- - - -------

------------

~

75L. Berkowitz, "The Effects of Observing Violence,"
Scientific American, 2 _(February, 1964), pp. 2-8.
76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid.
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aggresslve responses \17ith a ·toy immediately aft:erward than
a control group shown a less aggressive filme
Bandura and his colleagues, 79 experimented with
preschool children who '1.-Iitnessed the actions of an aggressive
adult in a motion picture.

After the film sequence, they

mildly frustrated these children and noted that the
children seemed to imitate the kind of hostile behavior
that they had just witnessed on film.

From his extensive

research, Bandura drew the following conclusion:
• ~ • The experience (of watching violence)
• • • tends to reduce the child's inhibitions
against acting in a violent, aggressive manner
• • • (further) the experience helps to shape the
form of the child's aggressive behavior • • •
(finally) • • • a person displaying violence on
film is as,...influential as one displaying it in
real life. 80
·
Pertinent studies have not been limited to children.
Walters and others, 81 found that rna.le hospital attendants
could be led in much the same manner as Bandura led the
children.

These men were shown one of two film clips, (one

an aggressive film and one a neutral film), and then participated in what was supposedly a study of the effects of

79A. Bandura, Dorothea Ross, and Sheila Ross, 11 Imitation of Film-Mediated Aggressive Models, 11 Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology, 66 (1963), p. 3-11.
8 0Bandura et al., Violence and the Mass Media,
O.N. Larsen (Ed.) (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 128.
81R.H. Walters, E.L. Thomas, and c.w. Acker,
"Enhancement of Punitive Behavior by Audio-Visual Displays, 11
Science, 136 (1962), pp. 872-873.
-------------,
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punishment,.

The subjects were as}{ed to give an electri.c

shock to another person ( \qrw was act:u.ally part of the
testing group), each time that person made a mistake on
a learning task.

~1e

intensity of the shocks could be

varied, both in strength and duration.

Although the

number of mistakes did not vary, the subjects who
witnessed the aggressive film gave the testing aide more
intense shocks than the subjects who had 'qitnessed the
neutral film..

Walters concluded that the agg.rE!Ssive

film had apparently aroused the subjects who witnessed it.
The literature revealed that there have 'been other
studies suggesting that, even if t.he angered person
performs t.he aggression himself, his hostile tendencies
are not satisfied unless he believes he has attacked his
82
torment.or J and not someone else.
One such study
showed that .angered subjects permitted to commit aggression
against the person who had annoyed them often displayed a
drop in systolic blood pressure. 83

It would seem t.hat the

subjects experienced a physiological relaxation, a possible
catharsis of aggressive urges.

However, Berkowitz 84

supported that the drop in systolic pressure was not so
... not.iceable when the subjects did not believe that they had
----

attacked the source of their frustration ..

82Berkowitz, "Effects of Observing Violence,
-----

----'1

8 4Ibid
.

.

11

p. 5
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Pertinent to filmed violencep Berkowitz concluded
that

adu~ts

are probably less affected by fj_lms than

ch;.ldren because they are more aware that. the films are
------

not reaJ. and can therefore be divorced from their own
lives (the same opinion attributed to Hoore earlier in the
paper).

N.onetheless Berkowj.tz did express the belief that

aggressive stimuli can induce aggressive actions by anyone
who \llitne:sses that stimuli. 85
Cathartic Versus

Non-Cath~rt~£

The catharsis hypothesis is not accepted by all

personality theorists, including Berkowitz, who has
produced the ·greatest amount of research in the field of
,.-4;

aggression. and human behavior.

11

Allport • • • disputes

the concept, impl:l.cit in many discussions of catharsis,
of a •reservoir' of hostility that may be drained off.u 86
Stagner, :tn his study

11

Measurement and Interrelation of

Selected Studies, 11 contradicted the drainage theory.

As

cited by Berkowitz he reported:
• • • positive correlations among different modes
of aggression instead of the negative correlations
explicitly predicted ·by Dollard, Doob, et al., ....
All this evidence is hard on the theory that freefloating aggression may be drained off from one
object to another • ·• • • It is simply not true
that a given quantum of free-floating aggression
-------

---

---

----- ----

85Ibid., p.

a.

B6Berkowitz, "Expression and Reduction," p. 276.
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can. be used up in this, ·that, or the other way. 8 7
Dollard and his colleagues seemed aware of studies
such as Allport's when they said:

----

-

----

It appears that there are positive correlations
between the occurrence of various forms of overt
aggression and between various forms of non-overt
aggressione The reciprocal relationship is
probably between overt and non-overt on one hand
and bet•..;een self..:.directed and ob ject-di.rected on
th.e other and may not appear at all :i.f the amount
of frustration is not held constant.88
There appeared to be evidence both for and against
aspects of the hypothesized negative relationship between
these different modes of aggression.

It was noted in

Stone's st.udy on sanctioned overt aggression (referred to
earlier), for instance, that:

11

•••

there were many

cases of football players who exhibited high aggression
both overtly on the field, and covertly, in response to
the T.A$ rr .. I or \<1hO were low in both. u 89
Thibaut and Riecken,

90

on the other hand, showed

that' subjects who were angered .and then proceeded to attack
others tended (consistently) not to demonstrate selfaggression--which according to Berkowitz:

11

supports ·the

slender thread of evidence reported·by Dollard, Doob, et
al., in their book, 1191 (this work was published some
87 Ibid.

88 Ibid., p. 278.

90

J. Thibaut and H. Riecken, 11 Authoritarianism,
Status, and the Communication of Aggression, 11 Human
Relations, 8 (1955), pp. 95-120.
91
-----·--;'--1

Berkowitz,

11

Expression and Reduction," p. 278.
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Adequate tes1:s for t.he catharsis hypothesis
--

Berkowitz believed include the following:

-----

(a) Determine whether there is inhibited
aggression and, if possi'ble, eliminate
aggression-anxiety, (b) protect the subjects
from continuing frustra tj.on, (c) demonstrate
that a greater volume of aggressive behavior
was expressed in the "cathartic 11 condition than
in.the-control condition, and (d) analyze
separately the results for the subjects '\vho
have a 11 habit 11 of ·behaving aggressively when
faced by frustration (a~d, consequently, who
would persist in this type of response long
aft.er other sub~ects have ceased acting in a
hostile manner). 2
SUMrl.tARY

On

the basis of this

revie~V'

of literature there

appeared to be a very mixed opinion concerning the
catharsis hypothesis.

Feshbach seemed to ·be the foremost

proponent of the catharsis hypothesis.

He maintained that

the participation in vicarious aggressive activity, can
weaken the instigation to subsequent aggression$

Hm..rever,

it was felt by others that such an emotional release
occurs only if the aggressive drive that has already been
established, is aroused at the time of participation in the
vicarious activity.
Berkmdtz pointed out that the strong arousal of
socially disapproved drives often serves to elici.t fairly
strong· restraints against the display of the prohibited

92n>id.,, p. 279 ..
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actions.,

Such a. phenomenon could have occurred in

Feshbach' s angered subjects who •.tlere shown the aggressive

film.
Aggressive films or athletic contests might
weaken ·the audience• s instigat.ion to aggression in two
different ways.

First, the angered audience members might

establish a s1.::r.ong association between their own
frustra·tors and the fantasy victim of aggression.
Theoret.ically at least, according to Berkowitz, the
individual's instigation to aggression should lessen proportionally to the extent of his vicarious identification
with the characters on the screen or in the contest.
Secondly 1 whether the film or con·test is violent or not
it mig·ht still make audience members forget about their own
troubles.

Their instigation to aggression might have

weakened 'because they have not kept themselves stirred up.
It was generally felt by the opponents of the
catharsis hypothesis that there Wds an absence of suitable
control groups to test the hypothesis.

For that reason,

no one can say whether the justified fantasy aggression
lowered inhibitions against subsequent hostile responses
or the context of less justified aggression strengthened
·such restraints.

CHAPTER III
ME,..fHODOLCGY

INTRODUCTION

This Y.Tas an e::x:periment:aJ. study undertaken to test
the extent to

'i~hich

selected students are affected by

v:tcarious athletic activity.,

The instrurr.ents and procedures

used were selected in accordance with generally accepted
scientifi.c standards..

'l'he scales selected for use were

selected for two reasons:

(1) reliability--with repeated

te.sting a person 'f7ould tend t.o get the same score, and
(2) the data from the tests could be quicldy analyzed.
PROCEDURES

The population used in this study, the psychology

class

93

of Dr. Kenneth Beauchamp, ·of the University of the

Pacific was judged to be a fair cross-secti-on of the
94
.
' tyQ
f .res hman and soph omore s t u d en t s o f the un~vers~

------

'rhe

93A complete breal<down of the population of the
class can be found in Appendix A.
94or. Beauchamp s·ta ted that he felt that this class
was a fa~r cross~section of the freshman and sophomore
students of the university, (Harch 3, 1971).
42
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cla.ss l>ras asked to takG an

un~·named

personality test..

The

test. administered was the Bell. !~.djustment Inventory. 95
Th:ts questionnaire provided a solid foundation for

selection of three matched groups.,
'l'he Bell Adjustment Inventory was the inst.rument

selected to perform the initial

match~1d

grouping of subje:cts.

The author and his advisors felt that· the hypothesis to 'be
tested was of an·emotional nature and the Bell Adjustment
I.n-ven.t.ory \vas purported to .mal(e allm¥ances for individual

feelings:
• • • the Bell Adjustment Inventory is a self-report
of the individual 8 s life adjustments as they have
been experienced by him~ It possesses all the

advantages and disadvantages of this particular
approach ·to understandinq human behavior " .. • .,
Furthermore, it recognizes the importance that
feelings have in human transactions. The more objective a.pproaches rule out feelinc;s because they
are too su'bjective, ·but it. is impossible to say
anything .very i.ntelligent about personality dynamics
and human motivation unless the individual-'s feelings
are given central consideration~ A person's feelings
nay be influenced by ignorance, fantasy, or wishful
thinking, but they are sti.ll his and he t.ei1d!:.~ _to act
upon the..rn. Therefore, they should be known .. 9b
According to Bell, the Inventory has proven
extremely useful with persons of high.school and college
ages:

11

The high reliabilities of the measures make possible

95A copy of the Bell Adjusbnent Inventory can .'be
-·------

found in Appendix B, complete with the answer sheet.
96
.
.
.
Hugh Bell~ .Ma:Q.11a~;!.l Adi~fl_!:.rnent IQ.ventory
(revised 1962 student form~ Palo Alto, Calif .. = Coristil ting·
Psychologists Press, 1962), p,. 3
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comparisons of one lndividual \"lith anot.her-. 1197

Ho~1ever,

the Hostility scale was the only criterion used for the
-·

final selection of the groups.

The items included in this

-----

scale covered the following attitudes to\'Tard relationships
With others:

(1) The feeling that people, in general, are
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

stupid, dull, boresome, trite, gullible,
and irrational.,
The 'belief that you can't afford to trust
people, even your friends, lest they make a
11
sucker 11 of you.
The feeling that others are unfriendly
toward you, and don't understand you ..
That it is foolish to tell the truth, it's
better to cover up a bit ..
The belief that you should not hesitate to
tell people off and critcize them openly~
The belief t:h(;lt others feel you ar(:: Cl"itical
of them and dislike tht=>...m.
The belief tha.t the fear of 'bein·g punished
is all that restrains most people from
doing wrong and that everyone has his price.
The 'belief. that if you donet look out for
yourself no one else will.
That altruism is basically selfish, and that
good deeds are useless.
That our convictions and moral practj.ces are
stupid.
A feeling o~ superior isolation from the mass
of mankind. 8

Among college students, according to Bell, an
overtly hostile social attitude is more common in men than
in women.

The inter-correlations between Masculinity-

Femininity and Hostility were noted to be a -.12 for the
males and +.26 for the females.

Bell feels that these

correlations suggested a slight tendency for hostility in
98
-- - - - ------'-1

.

..

Ibid., p. 10.

•
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:tn the male to be associated wi.th femin:i.nity of attltudesr
and, a somewhat stronger tendency for hostility in the
female to be associated ''lith masculinity of atti·tud.es.,
"This finding· might be anticipated in a culture \!<7hich
exerts strong pressure against the individual 'i'llho deviates
from the accepted noJ;'TII • •
According to Bell, low scorers on the Hostility
scale might include students \'lho came from homes where
they have been highly protected from contacts with people
from a wide range of social, economic, and educational
backgrounds.

or they might, on the other hand, come from

homes \'There they have had ex·t.ensive contacts with people
but have been taught to feel secure j_n their social
reJ.a tionships.
The Inventory was first published in 1934 but was·
revised in 1962 to provide six measures of personal and
social adjustment:

Home Adjustment, Health Adjustment,

Submissiveness; Emotionality, Hostility, and MasculinityFemininity.

However, in this particular study two

mea:sures were deleted from the Inventory so that it
included:

-------

-------

Submissiveness: Individuals scoring high tend
to be submissive and retiring in their social
contactse Individuals with lov1 scores tend to be
self-confident and assertive.

46

Emotiono.l i t.y; Individuals w:i.th hig-h scores
tend to be unstable emotionally~ with lo\'7 scores,
to be emot~ionalJ.y secure.
-

----

Hostility: Indtviduals with high scores tend
to be hostile and critical in social relationships·~
with low scores, to be friendly and accepting of
people.,
Ma.sculinj.ty-Femtnini ty: Females who score high
tend to have strqng masculine interests. Females
\'Tho score low tend to have strong feminine interests.
Males who score high tend to be strongly masculine
in t.heir interests. Males who score low tend to have
the interests of females.lOO
·
~abili'!:Yo

The coefficient of reliability for

the Hostility scale used in the experiment was

o.s3.

According to Bell, the coefficient was determined by
correlating the odd-even items and applying the SpormanBrown prophecy formula.

Subjects used to correlate the

data were all college freshmen, sophomores, and juniors, 101
according to Bell.
Validity.

The validity coefficient for the

Hostility section was highly satisfactory, according to
102
Bell.
The cross-validation of the Hostility scale was
accomplished through extreme groups selected by counselors
at the Monterey Peninsula (Calif.) College:

100Ibid. I p. 14.
---------

102Ibid
.

.

101Ib'd
l. . , p. 15.
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Very Friendly

6._21

3.51

N::21
----

Very Hostile
N:20

9.72

To establish cross-validation studies for the
various scales, high school and college counselors were
asked to nominate students whom they considered examples of
the extrsne opposites of each variable.

These counselors

were supplied with descriptions, prepared by Bell, of the
prototype of the high and low scorer. 103

The sample selected consisted of sixty-six
subjects.

Three mat.ched groups (01, 02, and 03), of

twenty-two subjects to a group were selec·ted from the
results of the Hostj.li ty scale of the Bell Adjustment
Inventory.

The numerical system for assignment of indivi-

duals was as follows:

If three people received identical

scores on the Bell Adjustment Inventory, they were assigned
to different groups, but with similar numbers, such as:
0101, 0201, and 0301.
Subjects in the sample were given instructions as
to the time and place to meet for their particular experi-----

-----

mental areas.

-

-----------------

~

---·---------->

The remainder of Dr. Beauchamp•s· class was

48
excused from further participation in the study..

A

listing of matched groups and :1.nstruct1.ons are located in
Appendix E.
Test

In~ument~

9ell_g_rman

~Qrd.,.z~~~a1::,iqn_ Testo

The Gellerrnan

Word-Associat.ion Test104 was first used by Gellerman in
1956.

It contains five words highly related to aggression

(choke, massacre, murder, stab, and torture) and six words
of a rnore neutral nature (,;. rash,
.
travel, walk, relax, sleep,
and listen).

Unlike most word association tests, each of

the subjects was asked to make five responses to each of
the \V'ords, which w·ere sho,.m to the subjects at one minute
intervals.
According to Geen and George, 105 aggressive word
associations are highly correlated with scores on the
Indirect Aggression and Resentment stibscales of the
inventory:
The :items in the Indirect Aggression subscale
measure tendencies to aggress intensely against
inanimate objects followingarousal (e.g., slamming doors; smashing things), while items from the

1°4s,. Gellerman, "The Effects of. Experimentally
'Induced Aggression and Inhibition on Word Association
Responses, 11 (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Pennsylvania, 1956), p. 29.
·
105
R.G. Geen and R. George, "Relationship of
Manifest Aggressiveness to Aggressive Word Associations, 11
Psxchol..ogical Reports, 25 (1969), pp. 711-714.
----

---~
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R~sentrnent

subscale 1ndica.te a general spirit of

hostil:i.t.y toward others over real or imagined
mistre!a trnen t .. l06
-----

-

--

---

effort to arrive at a systematic classification of personality traits, a number of psychologist.s have turned to
factor analysis. n

107

Factor analysis comput:es the inter-

correlations among individual items from many different
personali t:y inventories instead of correlating ·total
scores on 'existing inventories.

The G\,lilford-Zimmerman

Temperament Survey was unheard of until about fifteen
years ago because it involves this new measuring technique
known as factor analysis.
'l'he Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey \'las

noted to y.ield scores ba·sed on thirty different items,

for ten traits..

Only five of these traits of the survey

were administered.

o.

F..

106

These traits weres

Objectivity; Thick-skinned versus
hypersensitive, self-centered, suspicious/
having ideas of reference, getting into
trouble.
F'riendliness: Toleration of hostile action,
·acceptance of domination, respect for
others vs. belligerence, hostility, resentment, desire to dominate, and contempt for
others.

Ibid.

107Anne A."lastas~,
. Psyc h o1 ogica 1 Te_sting ( 3rd ed. r;
New York: f4acHillan, 1961), p. 449 •.
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T.

Thought,fuln,ess: Refleqtive, .observi_ng of
self and others, ment.-'.11 poise vs. interest
in overt activity and mental disconcertedness.

P.

Personal
faith in
finding,
picious,

M.

Masculinity: Interest in masculine activities,
not easily disgusted, hard--boiJ.ed 8 inhibits
emotional expression, lit·tle interest in
clothes and style vs. interest in feminine
activities and vocations, easily disgusted 108
fearful, romantic, emotionally expressive.

Relations: Tolerance of people,
social institutions vs~ faultcritical of institutions, susself-pitying.

The i terns expressed on the survey l'lere in the form
of positive statements, rather than questions.

(A sample

of the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey is located
in Appendix D.)

~.so,

concerned the subject

most of the aforementioned statements
dirr.~ctly.,

11

The affi.rmat.iv·e item

form was chosen in an effort to reduce the resistance
that a series of direct questions is likely to arouse. 11109
~~liability.

According to Guilford and Zimmerman,

estimates of the total-score reliabilities were based on
samples of 523 male college students and 389 female
students. Kuder-Richardson110 formulas were applied to the
data for each group separately and then combined.
reliability coefficient was .75.
- ·- ---

108

Ibid., p. 463.

109

The

"All such indices of

Ibid., p. 450.

110
J.P. Guilford and w. Zimmerman, "Manual of
Instructions, 11 f-7!-lilford-Zimrnerman Temperament Survey
(Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sheridan Supply co., 1949), p.
-----

s.
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rel:i.ability, it must be remembered, are unde.restimates.ulll
V~~idityo

The authors felt that the internal

validity or factorial validity of the scores was fairly
well assured by t:he foundation of factor-analysis studies
plus t.he successive item-analyseG directed tm1ard internal
consist.ency and uniqueness.

Guilford and Zirronerman

· believed that what each score measures \vas fairly well
defined and that the score represented a confirmed dimensi:,on
of personality and a dependa'ble descriptive category. 112
The writer, in scoring the results of this

particular test, used the Friendliness scale as the only
criterion.

The three examiners met twenty-four hours in
advance of the experiment to coordinate instructions to
be given to the subjects and to insure against possible
irregularities in testing procedures.

Dr. Douglas

Matheson, Chairman of the Psychology Department became
coordinator of group one.

Dr. Kenneth Beauchamp became

the coordinator for group two and the researcher became
the coordinator for group three.

Each coordinator was
given an Experiment Grouping Sheet113 which was analyzed

112 Ibid., p. 7.
11 3A copy of the experimental grouping sheet can

be found in Appendix E.
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for e-:.:tact.ness of testing p?"ocedure.
Group one vms instructed to report to a desj.gna.ted

area in front of Stockton Civic Auditorium to vimv a
regularly scheduled V.lest Ccast Athletic

Conferen~e

basket-

ball game between the University of the Pacific and St.

Mary's College.

Group two was instructed to meet in front

of the Pacific gymnasium.

The subject:s

~vE~re

taken from

there to a darkened room in Oden Hall to view the same
basketl.,all game, via television.

Group three was also

instructed to meet in front of the Pacific gymnasitun, to
listen to the same basketball game via radio.
Immediately after the conclusion of the game the
coordinators administered the

Ge11£~rman

Word Asso.-::ia ti.on

Test:., which" a.s stated in the revie'l.'l of litera'cure 6 had
been s:hovm to be sensitive to differences in the arousal
of aggression.

The test involved the presentation of five

aggressive words interspread among six neutral stimuli
as follows:

wash, choke, travel, massacre, walk, murder,

relax, stab, sleep, torture, and listen.

~1e

subjects

were aslced to give in written form a series of associations
to each word.
verball1r.

The stimuli were presented both orally and

Upon conclus5.on of the Gellerman test,

instruc-

tions and rna.terials were administ.ered for the completion of
----- ---- -

the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.

The subjects

were instructed to fill in the answers to questions 151·-300

on the survey..
were excused.

At the conclusion of the t.est t:he slibjects
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Two independent judges were instructed to count the
number of words which they felt were hostile or aggressive
:i.n the total responses of each subject to the five aggres-

sive stimuli.

The correlation bet.ween the scores of the

two judges for each subject, and each measure, was
calculated..

The corn.'!la ti.on for the total nuro.ber of aggres-

sive responses was 0.72.

Because this coefficience was

only moderately high, it was decided to use the average

of the two judges scores for each subject as the dependent
measure to be analyzed.
&la!Y~ ~s

of Da t.a
The Gellennan vJord Associati.on scores were analyzed

with the analysis of variance for a randomized g·roups

des:i.gn.

A two-\-Jay analysis of variance computer program

constructed by Dr .. Kenneth Beauchamp was used.
The Guilford-Zimmerman scores were also analyzed
with the analysis of variance for a randomized groups
design.;

And again the two-way analysis of variance program

was used.

A five percent level of sign.ificance was

selected for evaluation of ,the hypothesis.
SUMMARY

-·--

In this chapter the procedures:

population,

sample, instruments, and administration techniques
pertinent to this experimental study have been defined and
described.

The population used was judged to be a fair
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cross-section of the university,,

'l"'h(~

original matching

of that population was performed 'by the Bell Adjustment
--

Inventory •.

------

The Bell Adjustment Inventory producc::d a matched
sample of three groups (twenty-two subject:s to a group).
Upon completion of the athletic event vlhich. the subjects
viewed, each subject participated in:
~lord

(a) the Gellerman

Association Test, and (b) the Guilford-Zimmerman

Temperament Survey.

Data obtained through application of

both instruments were analyzed wi.th the analysis of ·
variance for a randomized groups design.

---

CHAPTER IV.

PRESENTATION

~~D 1u~ALYSIS

OF DATA

INTRODUCTION

The pu:cposc; of t.his stu.dy was to test a hypothesis
concerning vicarious a·thletic activi.ty..

Specifi,cally,

v:i.ewing an athletic event in person was ex.pected to have

a significantly (p < "05) greater effect on the spectator
than v>Fatchj_ng the same event on television, or listening
. to the: event on the radio.,

';'lere:

'lbe

t't'JO

variables analyzed

(1) location of the subjects (C:i.vic Auditorium,

OV,ren Hall, Pacific Gyrnnasiumh a11d, {2) the sex of the

subjects"
PRESENTATION AND

~~ALYSIS

Each one of the matched groups ·began with
twenty-bJo subjects.

Hm·;ever, in the final analysis of

.data_,. only fourteen subjects per group were analyzed (ten
females and four males).

Preparations had been made in

advanceb so that if one member of any of t:he three groups
missed his or her experiment., t.he test of the matched
---

members of the other· groups (the subjects with t:he cor.-.
responding emotional rating} was not coun·ted.
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..

.

---~

Five of ·the
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eight cv.ncella t:ions occurred in grcup three 1 the rad:\.o

Word--Association
-Gellerman
·.

Test.
..

The data obtai.ned

from the Gellerm::"1n Nord-Association Testr,..;ere analyzed ·with
an analysis of variance for a randomized groups

.

114

des~gn~

A two-\vay analysis of variance computer program was used.

Table 1 shows the means for each combination of sex and
location.

The means for the females were always higher

than the means for the males..
21

t~he

However, as seen in Table

sex variable was not sign:i,.ficant.

'I'hat is, the

difference "between the overall mean scores of the tv1o
sexes o.vas a chance difference.

Table 1. Heans for each combina·t.ion of sex and locat5.on
variable a.nd overall means for sex and loca ti.on vari0.bles
for the Gellerman Word~Association Test.,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ .A ......

~

-----------------·--------Grgu:e #1.

(Civic

~.Q££um)

Grouo #3

(Tele-·

vie..~.2nJ

-Male

7.00

5.62

9.12

7.,25

Female

a.os

7.80

10.60

8.81

7._75

7.17

10.17

OVerall
Mean
-----------

----

------;

-114J " opence,
(.'
B. Underwood, c. Duncan, and J. Cotton,
Element.arv Stattstics (Ne\>1 York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
I968);-P~~.45.--·----
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A summary of the analysis of variance of the
Gellerman lilord-Associa.tion

2 ..

data is presented in Table

As indicat€:d in 'I'"d.ble 1, the location variable was

significant (p < • 025 ).,
\>laS

Tt~st

r.rhe overall mean of group 1:hree

larger than the means of the other tt-10 groups.

'l'hus,

the subjects in the radio group were reliably more aggressive

as measured by the Gelle.rrnan Word-Association Test..

However,

there l-ras no dlfference between the Civic Auditorium and
television groups.

As indicated in Table 2, the sex and

location variables did not interact signi£icantly.

For both

the males and ti1e females the radio group was more aggressive than either of the other two groups.
It has already been stated and shown that the
three groups

·~,o.n~re

equal in their aggression and hostility

scores at the beginning of the experiment.

It seemed logical

to ask what happened during the experiment to leave group
three with a significantly higher hostility rating·at the
end of the experiment.

There seemed to be several alter-

native answers to this question:

1.

The subjects did not wish to participate in the

experiment when they found out that their particular group
was going to be the radio group instead of either the Civic
·Auditorit:un or television groups.
-·--

2.

There was no dominant teacher-figure in charge

of this group in comparison to Dr. Matheson 'being in charge
of group one and Dr. Beauchamp being· in charge of group two.
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----

-

--

----

E~vent.

'J".he game itself was an unexci t:lng

4-.

\-7hich. all t.hree <"Jroups lost. j_nterest: bu·t 1 group

..

:1.11

t.hr{?t"l

was st.ill ·trapped in an upstairs room of the gyrnnBsi'l..m1 1
while g·roup <:)t'le ¥Ja.s at the scene of the event and srr:ot:'.P
a't.

t.W(')

le~"Rst

had something to T."lat:ch :i.nst.ead of the four

walls of t;h.e rt)om.,
---;-,

S:urmna.ry of analysis of variance of t:h0 GeJ..le:etnan
Test,.

Ta.ble 2.,

Word~);,.:..-::;..;oc:iation

-----,

-·-~

...... ,~

..

_,__

-.-·......

_,__,. ...,.~---.-...--...._--,..,.----.
..~..----.----. ..........

-.-.......- . ..-..

Sou;::-ce of
Var::'t.zln.c:.~:J

DF

.Stun of Sq ..

p

Nean Sq ..

Location
(1,)

'71,047

2

35.,523

4.50

Sex {S)

21.,038

1

21.038

2.67

1"844

2

.922

.36

7.,891

LX S

< .025

.116

Wi t.hin

Groups

__ _
.

41

_..,_......._. .......

____

------- .- __ _____

Gu:Ul.ford-Zirmnerman
Teinperamfmt
S1.u:vev..
...
...,
,_...
..

·-----~-----

- - - -- - -- - --..
-

-------

...

~------------"'-------·-~

~

The data

from ·the Gu.ilfor:d-Zin".merman Temperament Survey were also

analyzed with an analysis of variance for a randomized
groups des:t:.gn.

Again, the twc)-way analysis of' variance

comput:.er program was used ..
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Table 3,. Hean.s for each com1:dn.atlon of sex and location
variable for the Guilford-2arnmerman '.remperament. Survey ..

------------·----

-

~roup

----

#:1

(Civic
Auditorium)

·----~·--~~·---~-

9roup #2

Qroup #3

(Television)

{Radio)

----------------------------------------------------------------~--

Male

15.75

10.25

15.00

13.66

Female

16.30

17.60

19.50

17.,80

Overall
Mean

16.14

15.50

18.21

----------------·------------~------------------------------~-------

T'dble 3 shows:

(1) the means for each combination

of sex and location variables1 (2) the overall mean for each

se.x: and, ( 3) overall mean for each location,.

Table-= 4

contaj.ns a summary of the analysis of variance.

As j_ndicat-

ed in T-able 4, the only significant variable was the sex
variable.
\'Tas

As indicated in Table 3, the average male score

less than the average female score, indicating that the

males were more aggressive as measured by the Friendliness
Scale of the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
was thE~ normal result expected f,)r this scale. 115

This
Neither

the location variable nor the location variable by sex
interaction were significant.
-·-~--

-o=.==""-=--·---=--·--_,-.-==

indicated that location had no reliable effect on the

-------·--115

J.l?.

Instructions,
-----------:-1

Together, these results

p. 9.

11

Guilford and ~'l. Zirnmerrnan, 11 Manual of
Guilford-z;irnmerman Temperament S,S!.YE\1[,

--

.

'
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subJeet. 0 s behavior as measured by the Friendliness Sc.::tle

of the Gui.lford-Zirnrnerrnan Temperament Sun.-tt~y ,.11 6
------

.

--

Table 4.. Summary of the analysis of variance for the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.,
---------·-------------·--"~·

Source of
·variance

Sum of Sq.,

--.........

DF

--------....,--------~~

- - -

---

~

. -·-·.------

----------- -..-.-

..........

...

Location (L)

56,.332

2

28.,166

1,.55

(S)

146.438

1

146.438

8-:10

66.635

2

33.317

1.84

650,500

36

18,.069

Sex

p

F

Mean Sq .•

<.. 01

-------

L X

s

- - -

---------

Within·.
Groups

919,.905
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SUMHA.RY

The two variables analyzed in .this chapter were:
(1) location of the subjects (Civic Audi·toritJ.J.i.\ 1 owen Hal'l.,

and Pacific Gymnasium)'! and (2) the sex of the subjects.·
Each one of the matched groups began with
twenty-t'YJO subjects.

However, in the final analysis of

data only fourteen subjects per group
female and four male).

~vere

occurred in group three, the radio group.

---··. ·--------~

(ten

:r.,ive of the eight cancella•cions

---··------,
-- - - - - - - ---

analyz.ed,
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The data obtained from bo·th the Gel-lerman
Word-Association Test and the Guilford-Zimmerman Tempera--

-- - -

rnent Survey vJere analyzed with an analysis of variance for
a randomized groups design.

A two-way computer program

was used.
The location.variable for the Gellerman WordAssociation Test was significant due to the Hostilii.::y
rating of group three during the post-game testing.
ever, the sex variable was not significant.

How-

That is, the

di.fference between the overall mean scores of the two
sexes was a chance difference.
The location variable tested in the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey was not significant.
the

Guilford-~immerman

Ho·wever,

Temperament Survey results showed

a sex difference as is the usual result with this instrument.

CHAPTER V
SUNt·~ARY 1

CONCLUSIONS,

AND RECOr1MENDATI ONS

SUl'llMARY

r.l'he purpose of this study was to test a hypothesis

concerni.ng vicarious athletic activity.

Specifically,

vi.e\·Jing a11 athletic event in person was expected to have a
significantly greater effect ( < •05) on the spectator tha.n
either \'latching the same event on television or listeni.ng
to the event on the radio.
were:

The two variables analyzed

(1) location of the subjects (Civic Auditorium,

OWen Hall, Pacific Gymnasium) and (2) the sex of the
(

subjects.

The athletic event viewed by t.he subjects was.

a regularly scheduled West Coast Athletic Conference
basketball game ,between Pa.cific and st. Mary's.
Findings from the study were obtained through the
use of two instruments:

(1) the Gellerman Word-Association

Test.r and ( 2) the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
In the former the subjects were judged on their number of
aggressive responses to five aggressive stimulie

On the

latter, the subjects were judged by comparing their scores
-·----

against the Trait scores on the Friendliness scale of the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
62
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'l'he original population from

~1hich

the study

sr..1.mple "7as su:bsequentJ.y selected was a psychology class
at the University of the Pacific, Stockton, California.

Each member of the class was asked to take the Bell
J.'ldjustrnent Inventory---strictly on a volunteer basis--as a

means of attaining the three matched groups necessary to
complet.e the E-lxperiment,.

The study was delimitated in the following manner:
1.

The test did not take into account the various

emot:l.onal levels of the subjects immediately before
participation in the experiment ..
2.

The test did not take into account the mental

abil.ity of the subjects at any time before or after
partj.cipation in the experiment:..
3,.

'!'he test did not allow for the subject• s

individual preference of sporting events.
The researcher believed the folloltling factors
might serve to further limit the study:
1.

Varying modes of transportation could have

had an effect on the emotional states of the subjects at
the time of
2.

~he

event.

Administration of post-game tests by

different coordinators might result in a variance of
---

directions given to the subjects.
General assumptions upon which the study was
formulated were that:
1.

The first test used, the Bell Adjustment
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Inventory, '1/Jas valj.d and reliable ar1d

2..

discoura~red

faldng ..

The host.ility scale of the Bell Adjustment

Inventory provided a solid foundation for the initial
selection of the matched groups.
3.

The Gellerman Word-Association. Test ga ''e a

true picture of the emotional state of the subject at the
time of the test.

4.

The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey was

a valid and reliable test ..

s.

1~e

r-esults of this study would be applicable

for s.imilar studies.
6.

The subjects' modes of transportation to the

various experimen'cal areas "were
7.

similar~

The time set for the subjects' arrival at the

experimental areas allowed for the possibility of one.or
more of the subjects being late.

a.
a

merr~er

A sufficiently large sample was drawn that if

of any of the three groups missed his or her

exper.i.ment, the test of the matched members of the other
_groups (the subjects with the co,t'responding emotional
rating) could be eltminated without impairing the results
of the study.

A review of related literature revealed a very
-·----

mix~-:1

opinion concerning the catharsis hypothesis.

One

group of authors felt that participating in a vicarious
aggressive activity would weaken the instigation to
subsequent aggression.

However, it was felt by others
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that such an emotional -release occurs only if the aggressive
drive that has already ·been est:ablishE!Jd 1 is .r·e-·aroused at
the time of participation in the vicar:l.ous activity.

'1'1•10

thoughts were stressed 'by opponents of the catharsis.
hypothesis:

(1) that there is an absence of suitable

control groups to test the hypot.hesisi and (2) there may
be no cathartic release whatsoever7 instead, the individual
has merely forgotten his troubles moment.arily ..
The data were processed through the University
computer center by using a two-way analysis of variance.
The most surprising finding of the study was that the
radio group came away from the game sj.gnificantJ.y more
aggressive than either the television group or. the group
that was actually at the game.

There was no signi.ficant

different bet\veen the other two groups.
subjects:

As for the

(1) the radio group haq the worst attendance

record of the three groups7 and (2) the live group had the
best attendance

record~

Major findings revealed 'by the data were:

(1) the

radio group expressed significantly more aggression than
other test groups7 (2) there was not a significant difference in the expressed aggression of the live group
versus the television group: and (3) that the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey did show a sex difference in
the answers of the subjects, but did not show a significant difference in the scores of the groups in reference

/

G6

_:_:j

group ..

It ....,as concluded as a result of t.he st.udy that.:
l~
ii·nr-ol•;l,;.;~d

hc<:ord:Lng to t:he 11terat:ure,

't.h<:~

authors

in t:his fJ.e.ld of study did not seem to concur on

· t.ime'"

2..

not
to

The athletic

viet,o1ed by the su·bjects did

to b€':!, sufficlE.mt.ly e}:citing or cont.roversial

appe~ar

r~li,ctt:.

(~vent.

t:he

degr.~~e

of

aggn~ssion

necessary to adequately

test t.hc cat:harsis theor;l ..
3.

'.rhe hypothes1s of ·the study -w-as not supported.

RECOMMENDATIONS
W"nj.le the hypothesis o1: the study was not sup_ _ _ _J

ptn:t.ed,1

thr::.~

study it.t:;elf di.d show t.hat t:.here was

a

signi- ·

ficoxrt difference be·tween g:r:oup one (live) and g·roup
three (radio).,
-·-

-------0.---j

---~

It was th..:u.·efore felt by the author that

fur'cher study i.n ·this field :Ls "Y:arrant.ed ..
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For further investiqations of a similar natu.re 1 the
j_nvestiga tor
1.

.recom~nends

that:

Part:!.cipat.ion of subjects be on a st.r.ictly

--

-----

volunteer basi3.
2,.

'!'he event used in the testing be of a

reas·:m,:ibly high emotional na.ture.
3.

Only one post-game testing instrument be used

(it was felt 'by the author that the use of thf:l Gellerman
Word-Association Test negated the use of the GuilfordZimmerman Temperament Survey as a valuable t.est i tern---if
the test instruments had been reversed then the Gellerman

Word-Association Test might have also 'been superfluous).

I,

4.

Studies be carried out in additional popu-

lations utilizing this study 1 s procedures, in order that
thE\ fi.nc1ings might, through comparison, 'be of use in

better understanding why the Junerican public attends

sporting events and what benefits (if any) they receive
from

-~--

-

----

---

_~··_- _:___---:--"::r'•

th.,_~se

sporting events.
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Sophomores

74

8

Juniors
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1
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Chemistry
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Drama
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Biology
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Business
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Engineering
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Music Therapy
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Physical Education
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BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
DIRECTIONS
Indicate your answer to each ques·tion by making a
marl( :i.n the appropriate space on the answer sheet for
11

Yes, 11 "No," or

"?".

Use the question mark only when you

are certain you cannot answer

11

ANY MARKS ON 'lHE TEST BOOKLET.

Yes" or "No. 11

DO

NOT PARE

There is no time limit for

these questions, but work ;rapidly.

If you have not been living with your parents,
anS't.rer certain of the questions with regard to the people
with Hhom you have been living.

-----

=

------=--;
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ld

Do you daydr-eam frequently'?

2b

Do you take cold ra t.her easily from other people?

3f

Do you like dramatics very much?

4e

Do you think that the conversation of many people is
pretty trite and silly?

Sd

Does it frighten you when you have to see a doctor
about some illness?

6c

At a reception or tea do you seek to meet the
important person present?

7b

Are your eyes very sensitive to light?

Sf

Do colors greatly interest you?

9e

Do you think it wj.ll ever be possible for all the
peoples of the earth to live together peacefully?.

lOc

Do you take responsibility for introducing· people
at a party?

lld

Do you frequently have spells of the

11

'blues 11 ?

l2b ·Are you subject to hay fever or asthma?
13e

Have you found that there are many persons in this
world w'h:>m you ca.n • t afford to trust?

14f

Do you like to wear colorful clothes?

15c

Do you often have much difficulty in thinking of an
appropriate remarl~ to make in group conversation?

16b

Have you ever had scarlet fever or diphtheria?

17f

Do you prefer a shm-1er bath to a tub bath?

18e

Do you think that it is a pretty good plan to
cover up 11 a 'bit rather than to put yourself in an
embarrassing position by telling the whole truth?
11

------

---·

---~

l9e

Did you ever take the lead to enliven a dull party?

20f

Would you like to be a social worker?

2lc

Do you enjoy social gatherings just to be with
people?

.

=

--·-----=
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22e

Have a number of people acted unfriendly tm1ards you?

23c

Do you feel embarrassed when you have to enter a
public assembly after everyone else has been seated?

24d

Do you often feel lonesome, even when you are "t-lith
people?

25f

Would you like to be an interior decorator?

26b

Have you ever been seriously injured in any ki.nd
of an accident?

27c

In school is it difficult for you to'give an oral
report before the class?

28b

Do you have many headaches?

29e

Have you ever felt that someone was trying to do
you harm?

30f

Would you like to be a private secre·tary?

3le

Do you often .feel that people do not understand you?

32b

Do you sometimes have difficulty get·ting to sleep
even when there are no noises to disturb you?

33c

When ridi.ng on a train or a bus do you sometimes
eng·age fellow travelers in conversation?

34b

Do you frequently feel very tired toward the _end of
the day?

35d

Does the thought of an earthquake or a fire
frighten you?

36e

Do you believe in being
the time?

37f

Do you often use the word
or thing·s?

38f

Does the thought of having burglars in your house
at night frighten you?

39b

Have you lost weight recently?

40c

Do you find it easy to ask others for help?

4lf

Do you often read.such magazines as Good Housekeepil!.9:
or l.a.dies Hom~ Journal?

-,
-~'--"

'

11

brutally frank 11 most of
11

cute 11 i.n describing people
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42b

Do you frequf.mtly hctve spells of cUzziness?

43e

Have people ever accused you of being too crj.tical of
them?
·

44d

Are you easily moved to tears?

45c

Are you troubled with shyness?

46f

Does a big fire scare you?

4 7c

When you v1ant something from a person 'ili th whom you
are not very vlell acquainted., 'f:roul.d you rather ~7ri te
a note or letter to the individual than go and asr..:
him or her personally?
·

-

-----

48b · Have you ever had a surgical operation?

----·-

49c

Would you feel very self-conscious if you had to
volunteer an idea to start a discussion among a
group of people?

SOd

Do you dread the sight of a snake?

Sle

Do you sometimes feel that there are an
of saps" in this world?

S2f

Are you afraid of insane persons?

S3d

Do things often go wrong for you from no fault of your
own?

54b

Do you have many colds?

SSe

Have you had ·experience in making plans for and
directing the actions of other people?

S6e

Have you frequently had the experience of ·having a
friend "double-cross" you?

57f

Do you usually read the sports section of your
newspaper?

S8b

Are you subject to tonsillitis or laryngitis?

S9d

Are you frightened by lightning?

60b

Are you subject to attacks of influenza?

6ld

Have you frequently been depressed because of low
marks in school?

11

aw;tul lot.
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62c

Do yo11 have diff.icul ty sta.rting conversation ,.,i t,h a
person to whom you have ju.st ·been .introduced?

63e

Do you think that you can usually trust women to
~'play fair 11 with you?

64f

Does it disgu.st you to hear someone use foul
language?

65d

Have you ever felt that someone was hypnotizing you
and making you act against your will?

66b

Have you had considerable illness during the last
ten years?

67d

Do you sometimes envy the happiness that others
seem to enjoy?

68c

Have you frequently known the answer to a question
in class but failed to answer when called upon because
you were afraid to speak out 'before the class?

69b

Do you frequently suffer discomfor·t from gas in the
stomach or intestines?

70e

Does the extremely naive and gullible person
irritate you a good bit?

7lf

Do you dislike the \vords

72d

Have you ever been afraid that you might jump off
when you were on a high place?

73c

Do you find it easy to make friend contacts with
members of the opposite sex?

74d

Do you get discouraged easily?

7 5e

Have you met a nurriber of people v1hom you disliked
rather intensely?

76f

Does it disgust you to see someone spitting tobacco
juice?

Tld

Are you often sorry for the things you do.?

78c

If you were a guest at an important dinner would you
do without something rather than ask to have it
passed to you?

79b

Are you subject to eyestrain?

11

belly 11 and

11

guts"?

81
80E!

Do you th.ink that

th~

croo1·:ed. if it weren • t

maJor.ity of pe'opl.e would be
f1Dr the;lr fear of being .ca\.ight

and punished?
----

8lf

Does t.he strong odor of perspira·ti.on disgust you?

82d

A.re you bothered by the feeling that people are
readj_ng your thoughts?

83c

Have you had a num!.>er of experie.nces in appearing
before public gatherings?

84b

Do you C>ften feel fa tigue~d when you get up in the
morning?

85d

Do you get angry easily?

86b

Has it been necessary for you to have frequent ntedj_cal
attention?

87e

Do vou often call attention to
by some of your associates?

88f

Does a drunken man c::asgust. you?

89e

Do you find it very difficult to speak in pu'bli.c'?

90d

Do yc,u often feel just miserable?

9le

Do you think that most people will take advantage of
you if they get a chance?

92f

Do you like to read about new styles in clothing?

93d

An?.

94b

Do you feel tired roost of the time?

95f

Do you like to spend considerable time caring for
your hands and complexion?

96e

Do you thinJ.:: it is true that the only v.1ay to get
ahead i:r:. life is to look out for yourself first?

97d

Do you consider yourse·lf rather a nervous person?

98c

Do you enjoy social dancing a great deal?

99d

Do you often feel self-,conscious because of your
personal appearance?

lOOb

yc~u

11

dumb remarks 11 made

troubled wit.h feelings of inferiority?

Are you subjec·t to attacks of indigestion?

10lf

Do you enjoy a.r:rangang flowers?

102e

Have you ever felt that people were t.alking a·bout
you 11 behind your back?"

l03e

Do you think that a. lot of our social customs and
moral practices are pretty dumb?

104d

Do you 'blush easily?

105e

Do you feel very self--conscious in the presence of
people whom you greatly admire, but with ~1hom you
are not well acquainted?

l06b

Do you sometimes have shooting pains in the head?

l07f

Do you enjoy dancing with a member of your own sex?

l08d

Are you ever bothered by the feeling that things
are not real?

109b

Do you frequently experience nausea or vomiting or
diarrhea?

llOc

:?.xe you sometimes the leader at a .social affair?

llld

Are your feelings easily hurt?

112e

Do you .find that many of the people you meet are
very unreasonable?

ll3f

Do you like to wear jewelry?

114c

Do you ever cross the street to avoid meeting
somebody?

115e

Do you think it is a good idea to point out other
people's faults to them?

ll6c

If you come late to a meeting, would you rather stand
or leave than take a front seat?

11Th

Were you ill much of the time during childhood?

ll8d

Do you worry over possible misfortunes?

119c

Do you make friends readily?

120f

Do you like to read about the construction of
airplanes and battleships?

83
l2le~

H2l.Ve

122'b

Do you frequently have difficulty in breathing
through your nose?

123c

;~;~,re

124c

Do

125d

Are you troubled·with the idea that people are
watching you on the str.eet?

l26f

Do you like to do handcr<'tft work such as knitting,
sewing, or crocheting?

127f

Do you think it is wrong to shoot rabbits just for
.fun?

12Hb

Do you have difficulty getting rid of a cold?

1.290.

Does criticism disturb you g·reatly?

130c

Do you feel embarrassed j.f you have to ask permission to leave a group of people?

l3le

Do you think people honestly enjoy the time and
effort they put into doing a favor for someone else?

132f

Do you know what the world record is for either
the lOOyd dash or the mile run?

133b

Are you considerably underweight?

l34b

Do you frequently come to your meals without really
being hungry?

135d

Jl.re you often in a state of exciteme.nt?

l36c

Do you keep in the background on social occasi.ons?

l37b

Do you wear eyeglasses?

. l38e

l39d

you had t.he experience of being 11 chi.seled"
.out of somethJnq by a supposed friend?

you often the
at a party? ·

cente1~

of favorable attention

you find that you tend to have a few very close
friends rather ·than many casual a.cquaintances?

Do you feel that many of the so-called "good-deeds"
we try to do for people often turn out to do them
more harm than good?
Does some particular, useless thought keep coming
in to your mj.nd?

---

l40c

Does it upset you considerably to have a teacher
call on you unexpectedly?

l4lb

Do you fj_nd it necessary to watch your health
carefully?

l42d

Do you get upset easily?

l43c

Do you like to participate in festive gatherings
and lively parties?

l44e

Have you found that you have to 11 wa.tch your step"
around many people or they will take advantage of
you?

l45d

Do you have ups and downs in mood without apparent
cause?

146c

Do you find it difficult to-start a conversation
with a stranger?

147d

Do you worry too long over humilj_ating experiences'?

l48d

Have you ever been extremely afraid of somet.hing
that you knew could do you no harm?

149f

Do you enjoy preparing food and doing houset·mrk?

150f

Are you afraid of black widow spiders?

151c

Do you feel self-conscious when you recite in class?

152e

Have you often felt superior in some vray to those
around you?

l53e

Do you occasionally find it necessary to
nosey people?

·1S4e

11

tell-off 11

Do you agree with the statement: 11 Most people
change their minds if you offer them enough"?

\~ill

155d

Do ideas often run through your head so that you
cannot sleep?

l56f

Are you interested in interpretive dancing?

l57d

Does it frighten you to be alone in the dark?

158e

Do you agree with the statement that there is no
such thing as an absolutely unselfish act?

159e

Do you.hesitate to volunteer in a class recitation?

85

l60c

Do you hesitate to enter a room by yourself \'lhen a
group of people are sitting around the room
talking together?
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Word #1

Word #2

W9rd #3

vlord #4

vt7ord..:....tf:2.

1.

1.

1.

1 ..

l.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3 ..

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

s ..

s.

s,

s.

s.

6.

6.

6.

6 •.

6.

7.

7.

7.

7.

7.

a.

a.

a.

a.

8.

9.

9'!

9.,

9.

9.

10.

10.,

10.

10.

J.O.,

tvord #6

Word #7

![prd

~.Qrd #.~

Wo.t,9_ t.no

1.

l.

l.

1.

1•

. 2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

. 4.

4.

4.

s.

s.

s.

s.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

7.

7.

7.

7.

a.

a.

a.

a.

s.

9.

. 9.

9.

9.,

9.

10.

10.

10.

10.

10.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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151..

You nearly always receive all ·the credit that is
coming to you for things you do.

152.

You t11ould like to tell certain people a thing or two.

153.

You Tllould rathex· spend an evening reading at home
than to attend a large party.

154e

You would change a lot of things about human nature
if you could have your way about it.

155.

You would like to go hunting with a rifle for wild
game.

156.

In group activj.ties you get your full share of
everything.

157.

In most cases it is important to get \&That you v1ant
even if you have to fight to get it.

158.

You often try to analyze the mot.ives of others.

159.

Host public office holders generally put public
interests ahead of ··their own ..

160.

The sight of blood frightens you.

161.

People talk about you 'behind your back.

162.

Money is important mostly because it gives its
owner power.

163.

It is easy for you to act naturally wherever you are.

164.

Most people are stupid.

165.

You feel deeply sorry for a bird with a broken wing.

166.

Other people often blame you for things you didn 1 t do.

167.

You hate to lose in a contest.

168.

You like a job that requires attention to many
details.

169.

Most people fulfill their duties even when not
being watched.

91
170.

You can

171.

You often become bored when the subject of conversation shifts away from your own experience,
hobbies, or interests.

17?.

You hate to lose an a.r9ument even when the issue is
not very important.

173.

You are usually too busy to spend time in reflective
thought.

174.

Most people know what to do without being told.

175.

When a parent, teacher, or 'boss scolds you, you feel
like weeping.

176.

You are touchy about some things.

177.

You know someone whom you· ~-Jould particularly 1 ike to
see 11 put in his {or her) place. 11

178.

You are more ;_nterested in athletics than in
intellectual things.

179.

Most people are paid as well as.they should be for
what t.hey contr ibut.e to society ..

180.

The idea of finding a bug or a worm crawling on
you makes you shudder.

181.

You often feel that one of the main characters in a
movie or a play is li.ke you.

182.

You hesitate to tell people to mind their own
business.

183.

You make it a policy to evaluate your past actions
carefully.

184.

In most places the traffic laws are in great need of
improvement.

185.

You would rather study mathematics and science than
literature and music.

186.

You get into scrapes which you did not seek to stir
up.

187.

You resent having friends or members of your family
give you orders. ·

looJ~

at snakes without shudderinq.

92
188.

You are philosophically inclined, that is, inclined
to philosophize about things.

189.

Most people keep to the 11 straight and narrow path"
only because of the fear of being caught.

].90.

You especially dislike to get your hands dj.rty
or greasy.

191 ... You are inclined to think about yourself much of

the time.
192.

You have frequently felt like telling
to mind their own business.

193 ..

You are frequently ulost in thought."

194.

Far too many people try to take as much as they can
and give as little as possible ·back to society.

195.

You like to read true stories about love and
romance.

196.

You get over a humiliating experience very quickly.

197.

In group undertakings you almost always feel that;
your own plans are best.

198.

You like to discuss the more serious questions of
life with your friends.

199 ..

Most people today try to do an honest day's work
for a day's pay.

200.

You pay little attention to styles in clothing.

201.

Almost everything that happens seems to have some
relationship to you.

202.

When people become bossy or domineering, you want to
do the opposite of everything they tell you ·to do.

203.

You often would like to know the underlying reasons
behind the actions of other people.

204 ..

There are far too many useless laws which hamper an
individual's personal freedom.

=

205.

You would rather be a forest ranger than a dress
designer.

------o=,

206.

Certain people deliberately say or do things to
annoy you.

~

-~

11

nosey" people

..
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207.

Some people become
"sit on them" or to

so
11

rude that you feel the urge
tell them off."

208.

You sometimes have a peculiar feeling that you are
not your old self.

209.

Most people who get ahead today do so because they
have "pull."
·

210.

~be

211.

There are many kinds of work that you would not
think of doing because they are not good enough
for you.

212.

You get into fights or arguments in defense of your
friends or members of your family.

213.

You enjoy thinking out complicated problems.

214.

Most people learn quickly to avoid making the same
mistake twice.
·

215.

You are only mildly di.sturbed when you see or hear
of anim~ls being treated cruelly.

216 ~

People offend you '!;•7:t thout. l<:nO"'-ting · it because you
hide your feelings from them.

217.

You get a lot of satisfaction from making other
people do as you want them to.

218.

You often take time out just to medj.tate about
things.

219.

You have received about all the
that you deserve.

220.

You would rather be an interior decorator than an
architectural engineer.

221.

You have felt that certain persons are secretly
trying to get the better of you.

222.

You are likely to talk back to a policeman or other
pe~·son in authority over you if you feel like it.

223.

You find it very interesting to watch people to see
what they will do •

. 224.

'l,he number of 11 two-faced 11 individuals you have known
is actually very smalle

sound of foul language disgusts you.

re~1ards

in life
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225.

You feel very badly if someone does not approve of
what you are wearing.

226.

You very oft.en seek the advice of other people.

227.

When someone is not playing fair, you like to see
him beaten at his own game.

228.

You are constantly alert to ways of lmproving yourself.

229.

Most groups of people behave like a bunch of sheep,
that is, they blindly follow a leader.

230.

You \'lOUld rather go to an athletic event than to
a dance.

231.

It is difficult to hurt your feelings.

232.

Anyone trying to take away any .of your lawful
rights wj.ll have a real fight on his hands with you
personally.

233.,

You are inclined to steer clear of complicated
problems t~at call for thinking.

234.

In general, people higher up tend to assume their
share of ·the dirty 'vorl< 1 not leavj_ng it for others
to do.

235,.

The sigh·t of ragged or soiled fingernails is
repulsive to you.

236.

There have been times when you have been bothered ·by
the idea that someone is reading your thoughts.

237.

It pays to "turn the other cheek 11 rather than to
start a fight.

238.

You try to sense what people are thinking about as
they talk to you •

. 239.

You have had your share of good luck.

240.

You feel deeply sorry for a mistreated horse.

241.

You have been seriously slighted more than once.

242.

When you resent the actions of anyone, you promptly
tell him S0
0

243.

After a critical moment is over, you usually think of
something you. should have done "but didn 1 t do.
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244.

If you want a thj.ng done right, you must do i t

yourself.
245.

You can handle a loaded gun without feeling at all
jittery.

246.

Other people too often take the credit for things
you yourself have done~

247.

You know or have known someone personally whom you
would like to see behind prison bars.

248.

You are much concerned over the morals of your
generation.

249.

Large business corporations are·a good thing.

250.

You cry rather easily.•

251.

When things go wrong, it upsets you very little.

252.

You see to it that people do not take advantage of
you.

253.

You are inclined to ponder over your past.

254.

Some people pay more attention to your comings and ·
goings than they should.

255.

The sight of large bugs and spiders gives you a
"creepy" feeling.

256.

You often feel that a speaker is talking about you
personally.

257.

You are unhappy unless things in an organization g·o
pretty much as you want them to.

258 ..

You enjoy analyzing your own thoughts and feelings.

259.

Host people use politeness to cover up what is
really 11 cut-throat 11 competition.

260.

You would rather be a building contractor than a
nurse.

261.

You have days in which it seems that
wrong.

262.

You feel the urge to stir up some excitement when
things become dull.

evel~thing

goes
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263.

You would rather put plans in·to action than to
spend time working them out ..

264.

The educational system in this country is all right

in most \>lays.
265.,

You feel sorry for a fish that is caught on a hook.

266.

You often unburden your troubles t.o others.

26 7.

You \<7ould like to have enough money or power in
order to impress people who think they are better
than you are.

268.

You frequently find yourself in a meditative state.

269.

People today have just about as many chances for
success as in ~our parents• day.

270.

You feel strongly against kissing a friend of your
mm age and sex.

271.

You are too sensitive for your own goods

272.

You have often found it necessary to fight fo1·
what you ·believe to be right.

273.

You often ~mtch others to see what effects your
words or actions have upon them.

274.

Most people are out to get more than they give.

275.

You are willing to tc.1.ke a chance alone in a situation where the outcome is doubtful.

276.

People have criticized you unjustly to others.

277.

The opinions of most people are worthless.

278.

You are inclined to be introspective, that is, to
analyze yours,elf.

279.

Almost anyone, even though poor, can get a square
deal in courts of law.

280.

You would rather be a miner than a florist.

281.

It is difficult for you to become interested in the
problems of others when you have so many of your own.

282.

It bothers you to have other people tell you what
you should do.

-~---~·
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283c

You often tumder about why human life

e:~;.sts

and

what tts future is,.
284.

Some people

285.

Odors of perspiration disgust you ..

286.

Criticism disturbs you very little;.

28.7.

It bothers you to see someone else 'bungling a job
that you know perfectly well how to manage.

288.

You are inclined to live in the present, leaving
the past and the future out of your thoughts.

289..

Most people will tell a lie now and then in order
to get ahead.

290.

The sight of an unshaven man disgusts you.

291.

vlhen you lose something you often begin to suspect
someone of either having taken it or having
misplaced it.

292.

There are some people •,vhose actions seem continually
to irritate you.

293.

You like to have time .to be alone wi·th your thoughts.

294.

'rhere are entirely too many employees ¥.Tho deserve
higher pay than their bosses.,

295.

You like love scenes in a movie or play.,

296.

There are times when it seems that everyone is
against you.

297.

If anyone steps ahead of you in line, he is likely
to hear from you about it.

298.

You often wonder why people 'behave as they do.

299.

Nearly all people try to do the right thing when
given a chance.

300.

When you become emotional you come to the point
of tears.

delibf.~rately

make things hard. for you.
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUPING (3-6-71)
Procedure
1.

(12:00) Subjects meet with various coordinators.
attendance by 12:20 p.m.

All subjects must be in

2.

(12:25) With the exception of group one, all subjects will sign in on a
special roll sheet.
(Group one will sign in upon entering the Walnut
Room a·t Civic Audi tori urn.)

3.

(12:30) Approximate--game starts.

4.

( 1:15) Approximate halftime, subjects will.be allowed to move around, smoke
outside of the test areas, buy soft drinks, etc.

s.

Immediately following the conclusion of the game:
(a) Group one will proceed to the Walnut Room of Civic Auditorium
to receive their test instructions and to sign in.
(b) Groups two and three will . take a five minute break to allot•7
time for group one to get to the Walnut Room.
(c) Coordinators will hand out sheets of paper for answers to test
#1 (Gellerman Word-Association Test). Coordinators will then
administer the first test both verbally and visually (,.;i th
index cards that are provided). SUbjects will ·be allowed one
minute for each of the eleven words on the test.
(d) Papers will be collected irr~ediately.
\!)

(e) Coordinators will hand out materials for the Temperament Survey
and instruct the sul:;jects to answer questions 151-300.
(No
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talking during the test.)
{f) As each subject finishes the Temperament survey he or she
~ sian out and leave the testing area.
~

6.

Coordinators should make no statements about the nature of the test, as
subjects have already been instructed that the test results will be
explained in their lecture situation in the next two to three weeks.

7.

Coordinators should have the following materials before meeting their
respective groups:
(a} Pencils,

(b) Sign-in and sign-out sheets (two),
(c) Temperament survey Test Booklets and answer sheets,

(d) Demonstration cards to
test,

us~

during.the Gellerman Word-Association

(e) Sheets for the subjects• responses to the verbal and visual
stimuli used in the Gellerman Test.
(f) Doug:

Game tickets,

(g) Ken and Bob:

Doug 8 s tel6vision and radio.
~
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